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Preface
Throughout the completion of this research my strategy in addressing my 
thesis topic shifted dramatically. My initial project was to interview college
students from across the state of Oregon, cataloging their experiences with
discrimination based on sexual orientation and discussing statistics on the 
discrimination they experienced. As such, I would put an emotional connotation
ϔη ϔΔ͘ ϊϔ̼ϔΗϊϔΗ͊ϊ ͉͘ΗΰΊ ͔Ηϊ͊ϯϊϊ͔͘Ώ Δησ͘͢ϯΩΏ ̼σσ̼͘ΩΗΰΊ ϔη φ̼͔͘͘φΕϊ ͘ϔΔΗ͊ϊ ϔη Ηΰϊϔ̼ϔ͘
a change of opinion. I began this project in the Spring of 2010, but was extremely 
disheartened by the loss of all works in a hard-drive crash in the Spring of 2012. 
With half a thesis completely wiped from existence, and multiple interviews 
along with it, I had to start from scratch. This narrowed the scope of my thesis to 
focusing specifically on statistics rather than personal experiences.
I want to emphasize, however, that the personal stories that were meant 
to be tied to these statistics and evaluations are essential for spurring a change
for these issues. It makes a world of difference when a statistic has a human 
emotion tied to it, and personal stories and accounts of discrimination have
historically been a major leverage point in swaying public opinion on laws,
policies and acceptance of LGB people.
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It is also worth noting that I began this project with one specific restriction
in mind ή avoid gay marriage. Through my times in college I had seen a 
substantial amount of publicity in regards to the marriage debate, and the
implications that it would have. I consider it an important issue, but want to
avoid the redundancy of such arguments by addressing the less public, but 
equally significant issues faced by LGB people. However, I knew when starting
this project ϔΔ̼ϔ ϻΗϔΔ ϊϯ͊Δ ̼ ͉φη̼͔ ϔησΗ͊ ̼ϊ ΘLG ͔Ηϊ͊φΗίΗΰ̼ϔΗηΰΙ ͢ηφ ̼ ϔΔ͘ϊΗϊΏ I 
was sure to touch on marriage equality at some point. And as it proved, as my 
research dove me deeper and deeper into LGB discrimination issues I found that 
the marriage discussion could not be avoided, as many other forms of 
discrimination are directly or indirectly tied to the lack of same-sex marriage
availability. 
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A History of the Gay Rights Movement
Recently in the United States there has been a strong fixation on the 
future of marriage equality for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) 
community. However, with that topic and goal in focus there is a lack of 
ϯΰ͔͘φϊϔ̼ΰ͔ΗΰΊ ̼ϊ ϔη ϻΔ́ ϔΔ͘ ΘΊ̼́ φΗΊΔϔϊΙ ίηϺ͘ί͘ΰϔ ͉͘Ί̼ΰΒ !ϊ ϊϯ͊ΔΏ ϔΔΗϊ ̼ΰ̼ΏϊΗϊ 
chronicles some of the major expressions of discrimination based on sexual
orientation perpetrated in the United States.
In the 1940s and early 1950s there was a definitive negative stigma 
towards the LGBT community. The LGBT community was recognized overall as a
taboo subject matter, even for those involved in the community. Conversations 
about homosexuality were generally non-existent and even recognizing that 
people were LGBT required a knack for secret symbols and code talk. As such, 
LGBT existence was highly privatized; often taking place in underground meetings
that incorporated an extreme level of privacy and invisibility in order to protect
partaking members of the community. [Before Stonewall] 
By the mid-1950s and early 1960s the U.S. LGBT movement slowly started
to emerge. Participants began speaking up against oppression and violence 
ϔηϻ̼φ͔ϊ ϔΔ͘ίϊ͘ΩϺ͘ϊ Ηΰ ϻΔ̼ϔ ϻ̼ϊ ϔΗϔΩ͔͘ ϔΔ͘ ΘΔηίησΔΗΩ͘ ίηϺ͘ί͘ΰϔΙΒ Oΰ͘ η͢ ϔΔ͘
first major groups to partake in thiϊ ίηϺ͘ί͘ΰϔ ϻ̼ϊ ϔΔ͘ ΘM̼ϔϔ̼͊ΔΗΰ͘ Fηϯΰ͔̼ϔΗηΰΙ 
a group of 5000 Californians who were dedicated to fostering a sense of 
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community, and challenging legislation against the LGBT community. This group,
which later developed into the Mattachine Society relocated to the San Francisco
area and was responsible for writing the Mattachine Review journal. [Hall]
Once the 1960s hit, the homophile movement had gained much
momentum in civil rights activism. The people involved began to adopt the
language and ideas necessary to identify themselves as a minority group. As such, 
civil right inequalities were recognized more readily by politicians and partakers 
in the movement itself. Organizers began planning public protests where they 
maintained a celebratory expression of homosexuality while openly protesting at
important government buildings across the nation, including the White House. 
However, the public opinion of the community was highly unchanged, and in
many cases, more hostile than ever. What had once been a simple taboo subject 
was now being thrown into the faces of the American public, spurring many small
violent episodes that, due to lack of media coverage, went highly under-
documented [Simon Hall]. 
This change to a public rather than completely privatized LGB community 
ushered in a new level of opposition, resulting in a number of discriminatory 
policies, laws, actions and attitudes of the American social structure. In fact, 
every State in the United States had some form of law against same-sex sodomy 
(sodomy originating from the biblical story Sodom and Gomorrah) [Maza]. It
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ϻ̼ϊΰΕϔ ϯΰϔΗΩ ϮϬϬϯΏ ϻΔ͘ΰ ϔΔ͘ ͊ηϯφϔ ̼͊ϊ͘ Lawrence vs. Texas ended with the
supreme court ruling against Texas ͊͘͘͢͢ϔΗϺ͘Ώ ϊϔφΗΦΗΰΊ ͔ηϻΰ ΗϔΕϊ ̼ΰϔΗ ϊη͔ηί́ Ω̼ϻ 
under the premise that it infringed on rights to privacy, that state perspectives 
regarding anti-sodomy laws began to shift. However, some states have still
managed to hold onto their anti-sodomy legislation, and although they are
currently not actively enforced, some 18 states still had anti-sodomy laws as of
August of 2011 [Maza]. However, Anti-sodomy legislation was not the only policy 
implementation against LGB people, and many other topics are up for discussion.
As such, this project chronicles many of the major discriminatory policies and 
patterns seen across the United States, as well as history regarding each policy 
itself.
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Military personnel and the LGB spectrum
There has long been a conflict within our military forces in regards to the
acceptance, integration and protection of LGB individuals. Much of this 
controversy may be due to a high sense of conservative value that tends to tie 
into strong levels of patriotism, and a military background. Many people who
oppose the integration of LGB people into the armed forces felt/feel this way due
to personal stigmatization towards the community, and an overlying idea that the
straight majority will not feel safe when working with a gay individual. As such, 
there has recently been much debate on this subject, especially during the
Obama Administration. Many government policies have been put in place to rule
ηϺ͘φ ϔΔ͘ υϯ͘ϊϔΗηΰ Θ̼ΰ ̼ Ί̼́ σ͘φϊηΰ ͉͘ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ ίΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ΙΒ
This is a question that has long been under discussion within the military 
offices and the general public. Tracing this conversation all the way back to early 
colonial days we can find the story of a soldier by the name of Lieutenant 
Gotthold Frederick Enslin, who was outed for homosexuality in 1778 during his 
time serving the Continental Army in the Revolutionary War [Pasek Pg. 460]. 
Lieutenant Enslin had ̼ΰ η͢͢Η͊͘φΕϊ ϊϻηφ͔ ͉̼͘ϔ͘ΰ ̼Ί̼Ηΰϊϔ ΔΗϊ Δ̼͔͘ ϯΰϔΗΩ ϔΔ͘ ϊϻηφ͔
was broken, and was ϔΔ͘ΰ ί̼φ͊Δ͔͘ ηϯϔ η͢ ϔηϻΰ ͉́ ϔΔ͘ ͔φϯίί͘φΕϊ ͊ηφσϊΒ ΞΔΗϊ 
was actually a ritual that was repeated on many occasions during this time, but
when they officially stopped is unknown. In 1948 President Harry S. Truman
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issued executive order 9981, which ensured the equal treatment in the military 
φ͘Ί̼φ͔Ω͘ϊϊ η͢ Θφ̼͊͘Ώ ͊ηΩηφΏ φ͘ΩΗΊΗηΰ ηφ ΰ̼ϔΗηΰ η͢ ηφΗΊΗΰΏΙ ϊσ͊͘Η͢Η̼͊ΩΏ ̀͊͘Ωϯ͔ΗΰΊ
homosexuality from the order [Pasek Pg. 460]. In 1950, Truman signed the
Uniform Code of Military Justice, which included a set of rules for discharging 
homosexual service members from service with a dishonorable discharge
[Washington Post]. As such, any out member of the United States military in any 
branch was removed from their position and stripped of any awards, recognitions 
and benefits, regardless of their length of time in service. Naturally, many of the
LGB soldiers were outraged by the Presidents order; however the majority of the
public supported this decree. The heterosexual majority considered it 
ηϺ͘φϻΔ͘ΩίΗΰΊΏ η͉ϺΗηϯϊ ϔΔ̼ϔ Δηίηῒ͘ϯ̼Ω ί͘ΰ ̼ΰ͔ ϻηί͘ΰ ͊ηϯΩ͔ΰΕϔ σηϊϊΗ͉Ώ 
compare to their heterosexual counterparts as far as skill, and considered the 
presence of homosexual people within the service to be an overall morale-
dropper for their heterosexual brothers in arms. As such, this discriminatory and 
exclusionary bill was overall effective in suppressing open homosexuality from 
the military front. Following this, in 1982 President Ronald Reagan stated in a 
͔͘͘͢ΰϊ͘ ͔Ηφ͊͘ϔΗϺ͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ΘΔηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́ Ηϊ Ηΰ͊ηίσ̼ϔΗ͉Ω͘ ϻΗϔΔ ίΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ ϊ͘φϺΗ͊͘ΙΒ H͘
continued to enforce the policy placed by his predecessor Truman, reinforcing
the notion that any LGB personnel in the military were to be discharged 
immediately. [Pasek Pg. 461]
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This Truman directive lasted all the way until the time of President Bill
Clinton, some 43 years after the original policy was implemented. In 1992, while 
Bill Clinton was running for president, he made the promise that if he were
elected president he would abolish the exclusive policy left by President Truman. 
One year after he had been elected into office, President Clinton offered a 
compromise to the American people, as many were outraged by the promise he
had made. However, this compromise was incomplete, as Congress decided to 
continue President Ronald ReaΊ̼ΰΕϊ ͔͘͘͢ΰϊ͘ ͔Ηφ͊͘ϔΗϺ͘Ώ ϔΔ͘φ͘͢ηφ͘ ̼͢ΗΩΗΰΊ ϔη ̼͉ηlish
the bill. However, in 1993 President Clinton issued his own defense directive, 
stating that no incoming or current military personnel are permitted to be asked
their sexual orientation. This policy was widely referred to as ΘDηΰΕϔ !ϊΦΏ DηΰΕϔ
Ξ͘ΩΩΙ (DADT). President Clinton failed to truly change the policy like he had 
intended, but had instead created a framework ϔη Θσφηϔ͊͘ϔΙ ̼ΰ́ LG σ͘φϊηΰ ϻΔη
served in the military, as long as they remained within the closet. [Pasek Pg. 461]
In 2006, the Supreme Court ruled that the federal government could 
constitutionally withhold funding to universities in order to force them into
accepting military recruiters [N.Y. Times]. This ruling impacted ϯΰΗϺ͘φϊΗϔ́Εϊ 
personal nondiscrimination policies in place by forcing them to incorporate a 
discriminatory organization into their campus life. Universities recognized that 
the military recruiters were discriminating based on sexual orientation, and many
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of the schools decided that their recruitment and involvement was overall 
unwelcoming to their students, and therefore should not be permitted on
campus grounds. However the government itself threatened to pull funding from 
schools that did not permit military recruiters on campus, and with the backing of 
the Supreme Court, the universities were forced to comply, allowing the
discriminatory recruiters onto their campus. This law was appealed but upheld in
federal courts some five times. [Pasek Pg. 462]
The DADT policy itself was subject to scrutiny in 2003. Former President 
Clinton, having seen the harm that the DADT policy had done to the military 
forces, openly called for an end to the policy he had instated. In 2008, more 
prominent oppositions to the DADT policy began to get their footholds. During 
the 2008 presidential election campaigns future President Obama openly 
ησσηϊ͔͘ ϔΔ͘ D!DΞ σηΩΗ͊́Β !͢ϔ͘φ O͉̼ί̼Εϊ ͘Ω͊͘ϔΗηΰ ϔη the presidency he continued
to openly oppose the DADT policy. In 2010 the House of Representatives 
approved an amendment that would entirely end the ban on homosexual 
servicemen/women in the military with the stipulation that a study must be
conducted to analyze how this change would alter the military readiness of the
United States. Later, Senate rejected the bill, therefore resetting the process.
However, the study regarding military readiness was completed by the
Committee of Armed Service as planned, and results stated that military service 
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members did not consider homosexuals in the military to be a high risk to military
effectiveness [Pasek, Pg. 462] Finally, towards the end of 2010 the senate passed
the repeal of the DADT policy, some 17 years after its implementation, but some
60 years after the issue had truly began. [Pasek Pg. 462]
So now it is time to look back at what exactly these policies did to the LGB
people that they dictated over. Between the years 1980 and 1993, before the
implementation of the DADT policy, there were some 19,000 service members 
that were discharged from the military based completely on their sexual
orientation [Williams Institute]. Following that, from 1993 to 2009, during the
DADT era, there were an additional 13,000 servicemembers discharged [Williams
Institute]. The overall focus of the DADT policy, however, was not to remove LGB
servic͘ί͘ί͉͘φϊΕ from the military. Instead its purpose was to offer an 
alternative way of continuing their service, with the tradeoff of losing an open 
existence. As such, much of the dialogue within the actual DADT comes across as
very inclusive, and only penalizes the open disclosure or expression of 
Δηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́Β !ϊ ϊϯ͊ΔΏ ́ηϯ ϻ͘φ͘ΰΕϔ ͉̼ΰΰ͔͘ ͢φηί ϔΔ͘ ίΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ ͉̼͊͘ϯϊ͘ ́ηϯ ϻ͘φ͘
gay; you were merely banned because people knew you were gay. It was 
intended to be a more covert method for including LGB people but was equally as
discriminatory as its preceding policies. [Pasek Pg. 462]
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The biggest issue with these government policies, however, is that they 
institute the idea that sexual stigma and prejudice is acceptable in the military 
environment. Θ̀͘ϯ̼Ω ϊϔΗΊί̼ Ηϊ ̼͊ϔ͘ΊηφΗ͔̆͘ ͉́ Θΰ͘Ί̼ϔΗϺ͘ ̼ϔϔΗϔϯ͔͘ϊ ̼ΰ͔ φ͘Ί̼φ͔ϊ 
inferior status, and relative powerlessness that society has traditionally assigned
to non-heterosexual individuals, behaviors, identities, relationships, or
͊ηίίϯΰΗϔΗ͘ϊΙ κϯφΦ PΊΒ ϯλΒ In the general public, this is often expressed in the
form of heterosexism, which is a sociological term regarding the ideology that 
heterosexuals are the dominant and sometimes even superior community.
Seeing as these policies limit the experiences and opportunities of LGB people
they act to further endorse and encourage sexual stigma. Once sexual stigma is 
ϊϔφηΰΊ ͘ΰηϯΊΔ Ηΰ ̼ σ͘φϊηΰΕϊ ίΗΰ͔ Ηϔ ͘Ϻ͘ΰϔϯ̼ΩΏ ̼͊ΰ ϔϯφΰ ϔη ̀͘ϔ͘φΰ̼Ω ̀͘σφ͘ϊϊΗηΰ η͢ 
that stigma, either by verbal defamations or physical attacks on people of the
LGB community [Burk Pg. 3]. These verbal and physical assaults on people do not
just injure the victim, but also act to victimize witnesses who identify similarly to
the victim, therefore further silencing these individuals.
Beyond just physical and verbal assaults, there is also a heightened
possibility for LGB people to be targeted for acts of sexual assault. A study
conducted by Kwon et al. (2007) of the South Korean military showed that of 671 
surveyed soldiers, a total of 15.4% had been directly victimized and 24.7% had 
witnessed sexual assault within the military system. The overlying reason for
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ϔΔ͘ϊ͘ ̼ϊϊ̼ϯΩϔϊ ϊ͘͘ί͔͘ ϔη ͉͘ ϔΔ͘ Ηΰϊϔ̼ϔΗΰΊ η͢ ̼ ΘΔΗ͘φ̼φ͊ΔΗ̼͊Ω φ̼ΰΦΗΰΊ ΐϊϔ͘ίΙ ϔΔat
would reinforce masculinity. As such, male victims of such assaults were 
perceived to be less masculine than the perpetrator, and would therefore be
targeted. Gay or bisexual men were often sought out as targets as they were
consistently viewed as weaker and less adept at self-defense. A majority of the
instances that were cited for the study were never actually reported, and, when 
reported, officials tended to minimize the incident or treat it as a casual normal 
interaction. Although this study was done in South Korea it is still prevalent in the
United States military, as sexual assault and abuse are used as tools to make LGB 
soldiers submissive, compliant and ashamed.
A further study conducted by the American Psychological Association Joint
Divisional Task Force on Sexual Orientation and Military Service surveyed 445 
LGBT veterans in 2009. The veterans were questioned in regards to victimization 
in the military based on their perceived or actual sexual orientation. 47.2% of the
respondents stated that they themselves had been verbally, physically or sexually 
abused due to their sexual orientation or gender identity during their time in the
military [Burk Pg. 4]. 8% of respondents reported experiencing sexual assault 
specifically, as well as another 8% reporting physical abuse. It was also seen that 
female-identifying individuals experienced more cases of sexual assault than did 
males. These high numbers were further exemplified in a Department of Defense
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survey given to 71,500 active duty personnel, 37% of which said they had 
witnessed or experienced Δ̼φ̼ϊϊί͘ΰϔ ηφ ϺΗηΩ͘ΰ͊͘ ͔ϯ͘ ϔη ϊηί͘ηΰ͘Εϊ ῒ͘ϯ̼Ω
orientation. [Burk Pg. 4]
The issue with the DADT policy, and the policies that preceded it, is that 
precarious situations such as these are unlikely to be reported for fear of 
͔Ηϊ͊Δ̼φΊ͘Β !ϊ ϊϯ͊ΔΏ LG σ͘ησΩ͘ ϔ́σΗ̼͊ΩΏ ͔ηΰΕϔ ϊ͘͘Φ Δ͘ΩσΏ ̼ΰ͔ Ηΰϊϔ̼͔͘ ΩΗϺ͘ Ηΰ 
silence after being victimized by their fellow servicemembers. Additionally, 
victims often believe that if they come forward or open up about their 
experience it could potentially put them in a position to be targeted even more 
frequently by further assaults. This once again reinforces the sexual stigma 
towards the LGB community and further influences perpetrators to commit these 
acts, as male-on-male sexual assault is significantly less likely to be reported. If
the victim never reports the crime, the perpetrator is guaranteed to go free for 
his actions, which is often what happens due to fear of further consequences.
The military is a system plagued by heterosexism, sexual stigma and expected 
gender norms, and the DADT policy merely magnified the experiences of victims
of assault due to potential further consequences. [Burk Pg. 5-6]
Since the DADT policy has been removed permanently from the U.S. 
Constitution, iϔ ί̼́ ͉͘ ̼φΊϯ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϔΔΗϊ ϊΔηϯΩ͔ΰΕϔ ί̼ϔϔ͘φ ̼ΰ́ίηφ͘Β Hηϻ͘Ϻ͘φΏ the
general stigma and fear of LGB servicemembers is still prevalent in the United
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States Military. It will take a long time for those wounds to heal, however there 
are still other military issues to be addressed on the topic of sexuality, such as
medical and spousal benefits. With the recent removal of the third section of the
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), these issues have been relatively resolved, but 
ΗϔΕϊ ϊϔΗΩΩ Ηίσηφϔ̼ΰϔ ϔη φ͘ϺΗϊΗϔ ϔΔ͘ Ηϊϊϯ͘ϊ ̼͔͊͘͢ Ηίί͔͘Η̼ϔ͘Ώ ̼͢ϔ͘φ D!DΞΕϊ φ͘σ̼͘ΩΒ 
Although the soldiers are the main focus of the DADT policy and its 
discriminatory values, they are not the only ones affected. Same-sex partners of
servicemembers were denied a multitude of different benefits that heterosexual
couples had access to. In fact, only 14 kinds of benefits could be awarded to 
same-sex partners, and it is worth noting that all of these benefits were also 
receivable by any person named by the service member whether they are family, 
friends, or a complete stranger. [Pasek Pg. 465]
The historical context of conferring benefits provides meaningful 
contextual analysis. Benefit programs for dependents and spouses were once
non-existent, even avoided by the American military and government. In fact, in
1847 Congress enacted a law that actually prohibited married men from enlisting 
in the Army, as it was perceived as a cause of decreased morale, unit cohesion 
and retention [Pasek 463]. The only exception to this policy was for officers, who
required permission from their superiors to engage in a marriage-oriented 
relationship. The family members of officers received only a few benefits that
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paled in comparison to the benefits offered today. These laws remained in place 
for nearly one-hundred years, until an amendment in 1942 at the start of World 
War II. [Pasek Pg. 463]
Dϯ͘ ϔη ϔΔΗϊ σηΩΗ͊́ ϔΔ͘ ΢ΰΗϔ͔͘ Θϔ̼ϔ͘ϊ η͢ !ί͘φΗ̼͊Εϊ ίΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ σφηϺΗ͔͔͘ ΰη
assistance to the partners or children of service members, which overall 
discouraged the soldier from the prospect of marriage. By 1942, married men
were officially permitted to serve within the military; however a current 
serviceman was still required to ask permission by a superior officer before being 
able to marry [Pasek Pg. 464]. With this change in policy, some new studies were
initiated regarding family satisfaction and retention of military personnel. The
studies showed that an increased family dissatisfaction in not receiving any
benefits and losing their main source of income (their husbands) had drastic
effects on retention within the military [Pasek Pg. 466]. Many of the benefit 
programs that exist today were for the sake of retention of the military personnel 
and has since spawned a nearly 8 billion dollar fund by 2010 for family support 
programs. [Pasek Pg. 464]
Now we will analyze the benefits denied to same-sex partners, there are a 
few in particular that are of important note; the first of which being medical and
dental health insurance. The military provides an insurance policy entitled, 
TRICARE to all family members of a soldier with the goal of creating and
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ί̼Ηΰϔ̼ΗΰΗΰΊ ΘΔΗΊΔ ίηφ̼Ω͘ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ ϯΰΗ͢ηφί͔͘ ϊ͘φϺΗ͊͘ϊ ͉́ σφηϺΗ͔ΗΰΊ ̼ΰ ΗίσφηϺ͔͘ 
̼ΰ͔ ϯΰΗ͢ηφί σφηΊφ̼ί η͢ ί͔͘Η̼͊Ω ̼ΰ͔ ͔͘ΰϔ̼Ω ̼͊φ͘ ͢ηφ ί͘ί͉͘φϊΓ̼ΰ͔ ͢ηφ ϔΔ͘Ηr 
͔͘σ͘ΰ͔͘ΰϔϊΙ [Pasek Pg. 465]. Dependents, as defined by Title X of the U.S. Code, 
φ͘͘͢φϊ ϔη ̼ Θϊσηϯϊ͘Ώ ϊΗΰΊΩ͘ ϻΗ͔ηϻ ηφ ϻΗ͔ηϻ͘φΏ ̼ ͊ΔΗΩ͔ ϻΔη ί̼Ηΰϔ̼Ηΰϊ ͊͘φϔ̼Ηΰ
qualifications, a parent or parent-in-law who is dependent on the soldier, a single
former spouse who meets certain conditions, or an unmarried person who is 
σΩ̼͔͊͘ Ηΰ Ω͘Ί̼Ω ͊ϯϊϔή͔ η͢ ϔΔ͘ ϊ͘φϺΗ͊͘ ί͘ί͉͘φΙΒ ΞΔ͘ Ηϊϊϯ͘ ϻΗϔΔ ϔΔΗϊ ϔ͘φίΗΰηΩηΊ́ Ηϊ 
that Federal legislation prohibits same-sex partners from being categorized as 
spouses, therefore excluding them from this benefit system. [Pasek Pg. 465]
Another benefit heterosexual couples were entitled to is a basic monthly
allowance for non-military housing. Although same-sex couples still had access to
some assistance for housing, the rates for same sex partners were significantly
reduced. In addition, after relocation for duty takes place, there were many
programs in place for access to morale, welfare and recreational programs for
heterosexual serviceί͘ί͉͘φΕϊ ͔͘σ͘ΰ͔͘ΰϔs. However, same-sex partners, under 
section 3 of DOMA, were not recognized as family, and therefore could not
partake in th͘ϊ͘ σφηΊφ̼ίϊ ϔΔ̼ϔ ̀͘Ηϊϔ͔͘ ϔη Θ͘ΰϊϯφ͘ ΔΗΊΔ-quality, consistent
͊ηίίϯΰΗϔ́ ϊϯσσηφϔ ͢ηφ ϊ͘φϺΗ͊͘ί͘ί͉͘φϊ ̼ΰ͔ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ̼͢ίΗΩΗ͘ϊΙ [Pasek Pg. 465-466]. 
This tarnishes the opportunity for same-sex partners to build social connections 
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with other military families, which is beneficial to their mental health and 
adaptation to the new environment [Pasek Pg. 467].
In 1986, prior to a majority of the benefits available today, the United
States military began a five-year research program called the Army Report. The
report was directed at identifying what motivators and deterrents to continuing
military career were most prevalent. When the program concluded, one in five 
spouses stated they experienced serious difficulty in adapting to an Army lifestyle
[Pasek Pg. 466]. An additional one in five spouses stated that they believe
participation in the Army sacrificed the achievement of personal goals [Pasek Pg.
467]. After this study, the military concluded that families were able to meet the
demands of the military, but that the needs of the family were not so easily 
changed. As such, many of the spouses of military personnel viewed the military 
itself as a contestant ͢ηφ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ϊσηϯϊ͘Εϊ ϔΗί͘Β ΞΔ͘ !φί́ R͘σηφϔ ̼Ωϊη ͢ηϯΰ͔ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϔΔ͘
most influential reason for not adapting to the new environment was social
isolation [Pasek Pg. 467]. As such, by rejecting same-sex individuals from 
participation in social programs, the military inevitably contributed to the social
isolation felt by same-sex partnerϊΏ ͔͊͘φ̼͘ϊΗΰΊ ̼ ϊσηϯϊ͘Εϊ willingness to remain in
that location, and therefore applying stressors to the military personnel [Pasek
Pg. 467].
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The study continued to state that families were happier with the military 
when programs and benefits were instituted. Additionally, families that utilized
these programs tended to be more satisfied with the military overall, and 
therefore more supportive of the military personnel. This not only affected
retention rates of soldiers, but also provided support for, and contributed to
readiness of the personnel by providing a stress release and motivation of work 
performance. However, families who had not adapted to a military lifestyle, or 
families who were dissatisfied ϻΗϔΔ ϔΔ͘ ίΗΩΗϔ̼φ́Ώ σφηϺ͔͘ ϔη σϯϔ Θσφ͘ϊϊϯφ͘ ηΰ ϔΔ͘
ϊηΩ͔Η͘φ ̼ΰ͔ ϯΰΗϔΙ ϻΔΗ͊Δ ͊͘͘͢͢ϔΗϺ͘Ώ ͔̼ί̼Ί͔͘ ϔΔ͘ Ηΰ͔ΗϺΗ͔ϯ̼ΩΕϊ ̼͉ΗΩΗϔ́ ϔη ϊ͘φϺ͘ 
readily [Pasek Pg. 467].
One of the biggest services denied, however, was in regards to the death
of a gay service man or woman. If a soldier died in action, their same-sex partner
was not able to receive the body remains of that person. A heterosexual spouse, 
however, would have no issues attaining their life-σ̼φϔΰ͘φΕϊ φ͘ί̼ΗΰϊΏ ̼ϊ ϻ͘ΩΩ ̼ϊ
assistance in travel expenditures to attend their funeral. In conjunction with this, 
if a military servicemember was incapacitated at a military hospital, a same-sex 
σ̼φϔΰ͘φΕϊ right to visit without explicit consent from the hospitalized person was 
not recognized, which under circumstances of coma or incoherency, is not 
possible. [Pasek Pg. 467]
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The overall sexual stigma and victimization of LGB individuals is difficult to 
correct, but is slowly correcting itself. Over time, as the LGB population has 
become more accepted and gained more rights and recognitions, this particular 
problem has systematically turned itself around. The support of open-minded
and welcoming service members has irrevocably reduced many of the issues
faced by LGB servicemembers, although not abolish them completely. The issue
regarding same-sex spousal benefits has recently been resolved by the
overturning of the third section of the Defense of Marriage Act, permitting same 
sex marriage legislation in states that recognize it who choose to enact 
legislation. Any married person within the military is now subject to spousal 
benefits, regardless of opposite or same-sex status.
The striking down of the third section of DOMA was a monumental step
for military spousal benefits; however it is still a selective solution, as only 
residents of states that allow for same-sex marriage can readily benefit from this
change in policy. It is worthy of mention, however, that with the overturning of 
DOMA, federal benefits to same-sex married couples are available regardless of 
ϔΔ͘Ηφ ͊ϯφφ͘ΰϔ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘Εϊ σηΩΗ͊Η͘ϊ ηΰ ϊ̼ί͘-sex marriage. As such, even if a person
resides in a state without legalized same-sex marriage, but is married in another 
state, they are still eligible for spousal benefits from the military. As such, any 
same sex couple is technically capable of being eligible for spousal benefits, but 
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until same-sex marriage is available in every state these benefits will not be
readily available and still exemplify an inequality of LGB people. Still, the mere
consideration of same-sex couples for spousal benefits is an enormous shift in
perspective. Additionally, a recent NBC news article regarding the striking own of
P͘ΰΰΐΩϺ̼ΰΗ̼Εϊ ί̼φφΗ̼Ί͘ ͉̼ΰ ϊϔ̼ϔ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϰϰ σ͘φ͊͘ΰϔ η͢ ϔΔ͘ ΢ΰΗϔ͔͘ Θϔ̼ϔ͘ϊΕ
population now live within states that offer same-sex marriage, a huge margin
̼ΰ͔ ̼ΰ ͘ΰ͊ηϯφ̼ΊΗΰΊ ϊΗΊΰ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϔΔΗϊ Ηϊϊϯ͘ ϻηΰΕϔ ̀͘Ηϊϔ ίϯ͊Δ ΩηΰΊ͘φΒ
Instituting these benefits fully is still of dire importance, however, and it is
possible to address the issue without taking on the marriage issue directly. To 
accomplish this it would be necessary to redefine either of the terms 
Θ͔͘σ͘ΰ͔͘ΰϔΙ ηφ Θϊσηϯϊ͘Ι Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ ΢ΰΗϔ͔͘ Θϔ̼ϔ͘ϊ Ω͘ΊΗϊΩ̼ϔΗϺ͘ ͔η͊ϯίents. As of right
ΰηϻΏ ϔΔ͘ ϔ͘φίΏ ΘdependentΏΙ refers to a spouse, ex-spouse, parents, children and 
a few other groups, but specifically excludes same-sex partners. As such, if a 
same-sex life partner or an equivalent term were added to the legislation that 
defines who a dependent is it would solve this issue immediately, effectively
including any and all lifelong romantic partners. Alternatively, altering the
ϔ͘φίΗΰηΩηΊ́ ͢ηφ ϻΔ̼ϔ υϯ̼ΩΗ͢Η͘ϊ ̼ϊ ̼ Θϊσηϯϊ͘Ι ϻηϯΩ͔ ̼Ωϊη ϊηΩϺ͘ ϔΔΗϊ Ηϊϊϯ͘Ώ ̼ϊ Η͢ ̼ 
spouse could be defined as a life partner regardless of gender or sexual 
orientation then it would effectively include any same-sex, or opposite-sex 
partnership. The issue with this solution, however is that it leaves the possibility 
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for any non-committed relationship to gain these benefits, as proving a 
relationshipΕs longevity and commitment level is quite difficult. The U.S. military 
utilizes marriage registrations and documentation in order to manage the
eligibility of spousal benefit distribution and without a similar format and or title 
for this; there could be potential abuse of the system. And seeing as these 
benefits can get expensive, it makes sense that the military has been hesitant to 
qualify more people. 
This solution, of different qualifications for spousal benefits has actually 
recently been implemented as well. A recent memorandum from the Secretary of 
Defense, on February 11th η͢ ϮϬϭϯΏ ϊϔ̼ϔ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ΘΞή͔̼Ώ ηϯφ ίΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ Ω̼͔͘͘φϊ ̼φ͘ 
͘ΰϊϯφΗΰΊ ϔΔ̼ϔ ̼ΩΩ !ί͘φΗ̼͊Εϊ ϊηΰϊ ̼ΰ͔ ͔̼ϯΊΔϔ͘φϊ ϻΔη ϺηΩϯΰϔ͘͘φ ϔη ϊ͘φϺ͘ ηϯφ N̼ϔΗηΰ
in uniform are treated with equal dignity and respect, regardless of sexual 
ηφΗ͘ΰϔ̼ϔΗηΰΙΒ ΞΔ͘ Θ͊͘φ͘ϔ̼φ́ η͢ D͘͘͢ΰϊ͘ Ίη͘ϊ ηΰ ϔη ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ΘΗϔ Ηϊ ϔΔ͘φ͘͢ηφ͘ ϔΗί͘ 
to address the question of benefits we will extend to same-sex domestic partners 
η͢ MΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ Θ͘φϺΗ͊͘ ί͘ί͉͘φϊΒΙ ΞΔ͘ ί͘ίηφ̼ΰ͔ϯί Ίη͘ϊ ηΰ ϔη ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ͉͘ΰ͘͢Ηϔϊ 
for dependents of military servicemembers will be extended to same-sex 
domestic partners, a huge step towards benefit equality. As such, domestic
partnerships have also earned eligibility for these same-sex couples.
In looking at the statistics cited earlier, and referencing them to the steps 
taken with the repealing of DADT, the implementation of same-sex spousal and
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domestic partner benefits and the overall expression from the Secretary of 
Defense that sexual orientation discrimination has no place in the military shows
a dramatic shift in military inclusiveness. In a mere three years, the military went
from a policy of complete removal of openly LGB service members in the military 
to nearly full support of LGB service members, a near full turn around. As such, 
the military has shown incredible progress on the front of LGB equality and as a 
federal institution shows a growing shift towards federal support for LGB rights.
In the next section we will analyze another form of discrimination from 
uniformed personnel, an issue that has had significantly less success in being 
resolved than that of its military counterpart.
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Police Brutality and LGB Human Rights Violations
A community of massive importance for protections of the LGB population
is that of the police enforcement community. Police enforcement officers are 
entrusted with the upholding of state and federal laws while protecting citizens.
However, it turns out that police officers are common perpetrators of violence, 
discrimination and maltreatment of LGB people. This is an issue not commonly
publicized that greatly deserves public consideration.
By the late 1960s, in response to the growth of the LGB movement,
referred to as the homophile movement, police began expressing anti-gay 
sentiments in their own wayΒ PηΩΗ͊͘ φηϯϔΗΰ͘Ώ ͔Η͔ φηϯΰ͔ϊ ̼φηϯΰ͔ φ͊͘ηΊΰΗ͔̆͘ ΘΊ̼́
͊Ωϯ͉ϊΙ ̼ΰ͔ Δ̼φ̼ϊϊ͔͘ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ̼ϔϔ͘ΰ͔͘͘ϊΒ ΞΔΗϊ Δ̼φ̼ϊϊί͘ΰϔ ϻ̼ϊ ΰηϔ ̀͊͘͘ϯϔ͔͘ ͢ηφ
entertainment purposes but was actually used to further provoke the community
to retaliate. Police officers would utilize derogatory slurs, offensive language and 
demeaning acts to initiate a violent response from patrons of these bars. At the
time, if police considered themselves to be in any dangerous or violent 
͘ΰϺΗφηΰί͘ΰϔ ϔΔ́͘ ϻ͘φ͘ σ͘φίΗϔϔ͔͘ ϔη Θ͔͘͘͢ΰ͔ ϔΔ͘ίϊ͘ΩϺ͘ϊΙ ͉́ ͢ηφ͊͘ Ηf necessary. 
As such, the police hoped for violent responses so they could excusably and 
legally assault LGB individuals at these locations. This spurred many minor
instances of police arrests of LGB individuals and large scale police assaults on
entire gay/lesbian establishments. These attacks, disguised as an enforcement of 
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liquor laws, specifically targeted LGB patrons in the establishments; beating them 
with billy clubs, spewing homophobic slurs and outraging patrons. This was the
final spark that lead to the revolt that was the Stonewall Riots. [Before Stonewall]
On June 28th 1969 the Stonewall Inn, a bar located in Greenwich Village in 
New York City, was invaded in a police raid directed at violently attacking LGB
individuals. The following response was so significant that it is now known as the
ϔφϯ͘ ͉ΗφϔΔ η͢ ϔΔ͘ ΘǴ̼ RΗΊΔϔϊΙ ίηϺ͘ί͘ΰϔΏ ϔΔηϯΊΔ Ηϔ ϻ̼ϊ φ̼͘ΩΏ ηΰΏ ̼ ̼͊ϔ̼ΏϊϔΒ !ϊ 
the patrons of the Stonewall Inn were taken one by one to police patrol cars, one 
unnamed person put on a struggle. In response, hundreds of protestors came 
down on the police, throwing beer cans, bottles, bricks and coins from buildings 
above them. Craig Rodwell who was present during the riots, recounts it as a
Θί̼ϊϊ ̼ΰΊ͘φΙΒ Oΰ͘ σ͘φϊηΰ ϊϔ̼ϔ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ Θ̼ϔ ηΰ͘ σηΗΰϔΏ Θ͘Ϻ͘ΰϔΔ !Ϻ͘ΰϯ͘ΓΩηηΦ͔͘ ΩΗΦ͘
a battlefield in Vietnam. Young people, many of them queens, were lying on the
ϊΗ͔͘ϻ̼ΩΦ ͉Ω͔͘͘ΗΰΊ ͢φηί ϔΔ͘Ηφ Δ̼͔͘Ώ ̼͊͘͢Ώ ίηϯϔΔ ̼ΰ͔ ͘Ϻ͘ΰ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ́͘͘ϊΙ κMηΊϯΩ PΊΒ 
46]. In the turmoil, the bar itself went up in flaί͘ϊ ̼ΰ͔ ϔΔ͘ ͊Ηϔ́Εϊ Ξ̼͊ϔΗ̼͊Ω P̼ϔφηΩ
Force was sent in to control these riots, but the mob of people continued to fight
back with vigor for another hour before tension was relieved. [Hall]
Following the Stonewall riots there was a significant spur of further 
uprisings and resistance to police arrests at gay bars across the nation. However, 
if we fast forward another thirty-four years from the time of the stonewall riots, 
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police brutality towards the LGB σησϯΩ̼ϔΗηΰ Δ̼ϊΰΕϔ ϊϔησσ͔͘Β Iΰ M̼φ͊Δ η͢ ϮϬϬϯ ̼
popular ǵ̼ ̼ΰ͔ Ω͘ϊ͉Η̼ΰ ΰΗΊΔϔ ͊Ωϯ͉ ̼͊ΩΩ͔͘ ϔΔ͘ ΘPηϻ͘φ PΩ̼ΰϔΙ Ηΰ D͘ϔφηΗϔ ϻ̼ϊ ͢ΗΩΩ͔͘
to capacity when at 3:00 a.m. somewhere between 50-100 police officers cut the
ΩΗΊΔϔϊ ̼ΰ͔ ϊϔηφί͔͘ ϔΔ͘ ͉ϯΗΩ͔ΗΰΊΏ Ίϯΰϊ ͔φ̼ϻΰΒ O͢͢Η͊͘φϊ ́͘ΩΩ͔͘ ͢ηφ ̼ΩΩ σ͘ησΩ͘ ϔη ΘΔΗϔ 
ϔΔ͘ ͢ΩηηφΙ ̼ϔ ϻΔΗ͊Δ point 350 people were handcuffed, forced to lie face down on
the floor and detained for up to twelve hours. A witness to the event stated that
many people were kicked in the head or back, slammed into walls and that 
σ͘ησΩ͘ ϻ͘φ͘ ͢ηφ͔͊͘ ϔη ΘϊΗϔ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ηϻΰ ̼ΰ͔ ηϔΔ͘φϊΕ ϯφΗΰ͘ ̼ΰ͔ ϻ̼ϊϔ͘Ι [Mogul Pg. 
46]. In addition to this, the police were once again heard using homophobic slurs, 
φ͘͘͢φφΗΰΊ ϔη σ͘ησΩ͘ ̼ϊ ΘΔηίηϊΏ ̼͢ΊΊηϔϊΏ ͔ΗΦ͘ϊ κΘΗ͊λ ̼ΰ͔ ϔφ̼ΰΰΗ͘ϊΙΒ
Seeing these events, it is recognizable that the police forces of New York 
had significant roles in violence against the LGB population. In fact, in a report 
from the National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs in 2008, law enforcement 
officers were recognized as the third most significant perpetrators of LGBT
related violence in the United States [Mogul Pg. 47]. However, beyond the actual 
physical direct abuses that police have perpetrated on the LGB community, there
are numerous other abuses the police partake in, specifically, underreporting
incidents of LGB violence. For instance, in March 2002 April Mora, a lesbian 
teenager of African American descent was assaulted by a group of three men in a
̼͊φΒ ΞΔ͘ ί͘ΰ φ͘σ̼͘ϔ͔͘Ώ ̼͊ΩΩ͔͘ Δ͘φ ̼ ΘD́Φ͘Ι ϊΩΗϔϔΗΰΊ Δ͘φ ϔηΰΊϯ͘ ϻΗϔΔ ̼ φ̼̆ηφ ϻΔ͘ΰ
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she called out for help, carving the word ΘD́Φ͘Ι Ηΰϔη Δ͘φ ͢ηφ͘ ̼φίΏ Ω̼͊͘φ̼ϔΗΰΊ Δ͘φ 
̼͊͘͢ ̼ΰ͔ ΦΗ͊ΦΗΰΊ Δ͘φ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ Ίϯϔ ̼ΰ͔ φΗ͉ϊ ͉͘͢ηφ͘ ϔ͘ΩΩΗΰΊ Δ͘φ ϔΔ̼ϔ ΘϊΔ͘ ϻ̼ϊ Ωϯ͊Φ́ ϔΔ́͘
͔Η͔ΰΕϔ φ̼σ͘ Δ͘φΙ ̼ΰ͔ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϔΔ͘ ΰ̀͘ϔ ϔΗί͘ ϔΔ́͘ ϻηϯΩ͔ [Mogul Pg. 118]. Upon 
reporting this instance to the police her accounts were rendered completely 
illegitimate. Despite a medical examiner stating that her injuries could not have
been self-inflicted, the police decided that Mora had intentionally cut herself in
these fashions and therefore no legal action was taken to find the perpetrators of 
this violent act [Mogul Pg. 119]. The lack of action from law enforcement officers
is extremely influential in facilitating a culture of violence against LGB individuals. 
Because of this, many LGB communities no longer look to police for protection
due to the high potential for negative repercussions or ignorance form the
officers altogether. 
Despite reports and expressions of discontent form the NCAVP (National
Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs) regarding these violent acts by law 
enforcement officers, little has been done to hold officers accountable and end 
this violence. In 1981, after many offenses became more publicized, discussions 
over the high hate crime rate were conversed over in some detail within the Anti-
Defamation League. This response to hate crimes was effective in increasing the
penalty and sentencing for people who commit hate crimes. With this draft, 
σ͘φσ͘ϔφ̼ϔηφϊ ϻηϯΩ͔ ͉͘ Θϊϯ͉Σ͊͘ϔ ϔη ̼ ϊϔΗ͘͢͢φ ϊ͘ΰϔ͘ΰ͊͘Ι ηΰ ϔΔ͘ Ίφηϯΰ͔ϊ ϔhat hate 
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crimes affect entire communities and not just the particular person targeted. 
[After Stonewall]
Many multicultural organizations jumped on board with proposed
legislation regarding hate crimes in the hopes of getting uniform protections for
multiple minority groups. At the time it was seen that if this passed there would
be a public education campaign to inform the public of the hate crime issue, 
thereby permitting the communities themselves to hold police accountable for
enforcing such policies. This movement towards hate crime prevention was
slowly orchestrated by a number of LGBT institutions including the Anti-
Defamation League, American Civil Liberties Union, the National Gay Task Force
among others. Most of the legislation lacked the momentum and evidence that 
they needed, as many people were afraid to come forward with their personal
accounts of hate crimes for fear of being victimized. After years of struggling to 
integrate these policies into society, these organizations finally accomplished a 
certain level of success. By late 2009 12 states had legal protections (including 
the District of Columbia) for LGBT individuals while another 18 had protections 
only for LGB people [Mogul Pg. 121]. 
Following in the wake of the previous 30 states, in 2009 the federal
government finally got involved in actively preventing hate crimes across the
country. After the Matthew Shepard incident, where a 19 year old boy was
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murdered after being falsely befriended by two men at a gay bar, and the James
Byrd Jr. incident, where an African-American man was murdered by being 
dragged behind a truck until he was decapitated, actions were taken to further
prosecute offenders of hate crimes. In order to spur change, organizations began 
collecting stories of abuses that they had recognized; planning to use these 
stories as evidence for the need of federal hate crime laws. These collections of 
stories were dramatically influential in progressing preventative legislation and 
federal hate crime acts. This emphasizes the importance of personal accounts of
victimization to spark change and closure. In Particular, the personal accounts of 
M̼ϔϔΔ͘ϻ ΘΔ͘σ̼φ͔Εϊ σ̼φ͘ΰϔϊ ϻ̼ϊ Ίφ̼͘ϔΏ Ηίσ̼͊ϔ͢ϯΩΏ φ͘ϊϯΩϔΗΰΊ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ σ̼ϊϊΗΰΊ η͢ ϔΔ͘
Matthew Shepard and James Byrd Jr. Hate Crime Prevention Act, permitting the
action of the Department of Justice to assist or completely take over hate crime 
ΗΰϺ͘ϊϔΗΊ̼ϔΗηΰϊ ϻΔ͘φ͘ Ωη̼͊Ω ̼ϯϔΔηφΗϔΗ͘ϊ ϻ͘φ͘ΰΕϔ ̼͉Ω͘ ϔη ηφ ϻ͘φ͘ ϯΰϻΗΩΩΗΰΊ ϔη ͔η ϊηΒ 
The bill also increased penalties and sentencing for hate crime perpetrators, 
while creating a framework for consistent documentation of incidents [Mogul Pg. 
125]. 
Although this legislation was not directly aimed towards ending police 
brutality towards the LGBT population it was still a positive step in a much
broader issue. Overall, hate crimes were a rampant issue across the United States 
and until that issue was accurately addressed, there was not much to go on for
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Ω̼ϻ ͘ΰ͢ηφ͊͘ί͘ΰϔ ̼͊͊ηϯΰϔ̼͉ΗΩΗϔ́Β Iϔ ͔Η͔ΰΕϔ ί̼Φ͘ ΩηΊΗ̼͊Ω ϊ͘ΰϊ͘ ϔη ΔηΩ͔ σηΩΗ͊͘ 
̼͊͊ηϯΰϔ̼͉Ω͘ ͢ηφ ϻΔ̼ϔ ϔΔ͘ σϯ͉ΩΗ͊ ͔Η͔ΰΕt even recognize as a problem. The Hate
Crimes Act lifted the darkness cast over these issues, bringing them to light and 
making them transparent and visible to the public. With the law in effect, these
abuses actually had legitimacy. 
Currently, many LGBT organizations such as Lambda Legal maintain to hold
LGBT protection legislation as their main priority in activism, understanding that 
these policies express that hate crimes are unacceptable. However, the concern 
remains in the LGB community that law enforcement officers do not seem to care
about prosecuting hate crime offenses. General stigmas towards the LGB
population still remain primarily negative amongst the law enforcement 
community. As such, although these hate crime acts are especially effective in
prosecuting and extending sentences for perpetrators, these policies do nothing 
to actually prevent further abuses. In particular, if we consider a person who is
already committing an act of assault, rape or harassment it is unlikely that they 
are considering the consequences of their actions to begin with. Since the
assailant is unlikely to take consequences into account at the time of the abuse,
extra penalties affiliated with hate crimes do little to deter people from the
offense to begin with. Furthermore, many of these violent acts are actually 
promoted and condoned by societal norms in regards to religion, promotion of 
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laws, practices and generic prejudices/stereotyping. This has posited questions 
about the strength of the Hate Crime Prevention Act, which has not been as 
effective as planned in practice, and why LGBT-related police apathy and 
Ηΰ͔Η͘͢͢φ͘ΰ͊͘ ϊϔΗΩΩ φ͘ί̼Ηΰϊ φ̼ίσ̼ΰϔΒ !ϊ ϊϯ͊ΔΏ ϔΔ͘φ͘ Ηϊ ΰη ϔφϯ͘ ͢ηφί η͢ Θσφ͘Ϻ͘ΰϔΗηΰΙ 
that supporters of hate crime acts promote so vigorously and none of it managed 
to change any action by the police. [Mogul Pg. 125-126]
Delving deeper into the Hate Crime Prevention Act analysis we see further
Ηϊϊϯ͘ϊ ϻΗϔΔ ϻΔ́ ϔΔΗϊ Ω͘ΊΗϊΩ̼ϔΗηΰ Δ̼ϊΰΕϔ ί̼͔͘ ̼ ϊϔφηΰΊ ͘ΰηϯΊΔ Ηίσ̼͊ϔΒ R͘ϔ̼ΩΗ̼ϔΗηΰ
legislation, like that of Hate Crime Prevention Acts, is utterly flawed in that they 
require the action of law enforcement in order to be effective. However, law 
enforcement officials and officers remain the third highest perpetrators of LGBT
violence and harassment [Mogul Pg. 47]. As such, it is difficult to believe that any 
form of legislative power would be substantial and effective enough to really 
create protection for these individuals. Protection laws cannot be as effective as
necessary without proper backing from the legal system itself, and without 
support from law enforcement these policies are merely in place for sentimental 
value.
In many other cases, issues of personal domestic safety and harassment 
offered officers an opportunity to discriminate more readily. As an example, a 
gay man in Richmond Virginia gave a testimony in regards to the treatment he
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received upon making a domestic violence report when his male partner had 
ϊ͘Ϻ͘φ͘Ώ ͉̼͘ϔ͘ΰ ΔΗίΒ ΘDϯφΗΰΊ ̼ ͉̼͘ϔΗΰΊ I Δ̼͔ ϔη ̼͊ΩΩ ϵϭϭ ̼ΰ͔ Δ̼Ϻ͘ ϔΔ͘ σηΩΗ͊͘ ͊ηί͘ 
and save my life. When the cops arrived they laughed at me. I was bloody, 
bruised, crying ̼ΰ͔ ί́ ͊ΩηϔΔ͘ϊ Δ̼͔ ͉͘͘ΰ ͊ϯϔ ̼ΰ͔ φΗσσ͔͘ΓIϔ ϻ̼ϊ ͉́ ̼͢φ ϔΔ͘ ϻηφϊϔ
̼ΰ͔ ίηϊϔ ΔϯίΗΩΗ̼ϔΗΰΊ ̀͘σ͘φΗ͘ΰ͊͘ η͢ ί́ ΩΗ͘͢Β I ϻΗΩΩ ΰ͘Ϻ͘φ ϔφϯϊϔ ϔΔ͘ σηΩΗ͊͘ ̼Ί̼ΗΰΙ
[Mogul Pg. 130]. In this instance police not only failed to assist a gay man in
distress but utilized the instance to mock and criticize him for his situation. As 
such, it is evident that police perspectives on this matter are honestly too
conflicting with legislation to be effective. 
A further issue beyond the police officers being homophobic is the
consistency of homophobia and transphobia of entire departments. In 2008 a 
transgender woman by the name Duanna Johnson was arrested for
ΘσφηϊϔΗϔϯϔΗηΰΙΒ JηΔΰϊηΰ Δ̼͔ ͉͘͘ΰ ϻ̼ΩΦΗΰΊ ̼φηϯΰ͔ ϔηϻΰΏ ͔φ͘ϊϊ͔͘ ̼ϊ ̼ ϻηί̼ΰ Ηΰ
an area that had been known for prostitution and as such was assumed to be
selling sex for money. She was arrested and detained with no evidence and later 
confronted by a police officer who referred to her as ̼ Θ̼͢ΊΊηϔΙ ̼ΰ͔ ΘΔ͘-ϊΔ͘ΙΒ
ήΔ͘ΰ ϊΔ͘ ̼φΊϯ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϊΔ͘ ϊΔηϯΩ͔ΰΕϔ ͉͘ φ͘͘͢φφ͔͘ ϔη ̼ϊ ϔΔ̼ϔ ̼ΰ͔ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϊΔ͘ Δ̼͔ ̼ 
name, the officer, Bridges McRae, put on a pair of gloves, wrapped his handcuffs 
around his knuckles and began to brutally attack Johnson while another officer
held her down [Brown]. This attack lasted some time and was all caught on tape. 
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This instance was not in a private area of the police station; the assault took place 
in an open and public room with many other people witnessing it, including other 
officers. After the beating ceased a nurse is seen tending to officer McRae while 
ignoring Johnson completely as she lay bloodied on the floor. It was evident from 
this case that no officer cared enough to intervene, and that many of them may
have actually supported the assault, though a personal address of the police chief 
ϊϔ̼ϔ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϻ̼ϊΰΕϔ ϔΔ͘ ̼͊ϊ͘Β Hηϻ͘Ϻ͘φ, the Police Chief also stated at the end of
ΔΗϊ ̼͔͔φ͘ϊϊ ϔΔ̼ϔ Δ͘ Θ͊͘φϔ̼ΗΰΏ ͔Η͔ΰΕϔ ͊ηΰ͔ηΰ͘ ϔφ̼ΰϊΊ͘ΰ͔͘φ ηφ Δηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́ΒΙ ΞΔ͘
two officers involved in the beating were not immediately removed from the
force, but were merely given inactive duties as part of the police department 
until hearings rendered them guilty and they were fired. It is evident through this
ϔΔ̼ϔ Ω͘ΊΗϊΩ̼ϔΗϺ͘ ϻηφΦ ϔφϯΏ ϻηΰΕϔ Δ̼Ϻ͘ ϔΔ͘ Ηίσ̼͊ϔ ΰ͊͘͘ϊϊ̼φ́ ϔη ̼ΩΩ͘ϺΗ̼ϔ͘ ϔΔ͘ σ̼Ηΰ
suffered, and being suffered by the LGBT community. [Letellier]
Johnson went on to sue the police department for having her civil liberties 
obstructed by excessive force by two of its officers, but she never made her court 
date. Johnson was attacked by three men and murdered execution style before 
she ever got to enter a courtroom. The identities of the assailants are unknown 
and hearings on the case have been dropped. [Brown]
This incidence of violence perpetrated by law enforcement officers begs 
the question, what could be done differently to improve this situation? Seeing as 
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this is such an ongoing and lengthy issue it is difficult to answer this question
concisely. Howev͘φΏ ϔΔ͘φ͘ ̼φ͘ΰΕϔ ͘Ϻ͘φ ̼ΰ́ ϔφϯΏ ͊ηΰ͊Ηϊ͘ ̼ΰϊϻ͘rs to discrimination. 
Some organizations have discussed the implementation of mandatory sensitivity
trainings to better educate the officers that are susceptible to these behaviors in
hopes of changing perspectives and actions in the community. However, this 
would require a specific group for training these individuals, since training on 
something someone does not truly believe in is destined to be ineffective, if not 
counterproductive. Beyond that, extra training should not even be necessary 
since police are expected to uphold policies regarding excessive force in any 
situation. Still, some states have been implementing these trainings, although
statistics on its success are difficult to come by. Although changing perspectives is 
the overlying necessity to alleviate these abuses, it proves difficult to do so 
without cooperation.
It is that cooperation that needs to be addressed; not from the police, not 
from the Judicial Administration, and not from the Legislative Branch of the
government but from the American people as a whole. Until the LGB community 
is recognized as a legitimate and respectable society within the United States 
there can be no true change of perspective; a perspective that is necessary for
LGB people to no longer be victimized by these abuses. What is required is the
support and recognition of LGB people in the workforce, in religious institutions,
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Ηΰ ηϯφ ΰ̼ϔΗηΰΕϊ ϊ͊ΔηηΩ ΐϊϔ͘ίϊ ̼ΰ͔ σηΩΗϔΗ̼͊Ω σ̼φϔΗ͘ϊΒ ήΗϔΔout this legitimization 
the LGB population will be further victimized. But, how can this be accomplished? 
It has already started; perspectives have shifted, with a new majority in favor of
marriage equality across the nation (55% in May of 2014) [McCarthy]. Though it is
by no means an immediate solution, patience accompanied with visibility and 
organizing is a long term goal with a likely successful outcome. We still require 
action to be taken now, meaning that organizations like Basic Rights Oregon, 
Human Rights Campaign, Lambda Legal, National Coalition of Anti-Violence 
Programs (NCAVP) and other LGBT organizations are a necessity to keep the 
community visible which will hopefully change the demographic of perspective.
However, the previous solution seems lacking in the here and now, and
seems to promote a sense of passivity to facilitate change which has typically
been proven to be ineffective. That is by no means what is intended, but is 
definitely a good point to be made for change to happen on a national level. As 
explained above, changing attitudes and perceptions of the LGB community
among law enforcement officials will take time to become standard practice and 
until then there is still more that can be done within communities themselves.
Primarily what needs to be done is removing the pubΩΗ͊Εϊ ΰ͊͘͘ϊϊΗϔ́ ηΰ ϔΔ͘ σηΩΗ͊͘ 
force in general. If communities were to take their own action in protecting
͊ΗϔΗ̆͘ΰϊ ϔΔ͘ΰ ϔΔ͘ ΰ͔͘͘ ͢ηφ σηΩΗ͊͘ ΗΰϺηΩϺ͘ί͘ΰϔ ϻηϯΩ͔ΰΕϔ ͉͘ ΰ͊͘͘ϊϊ̼φ́Β ΞΔΗϊ ϻηϯΩ͔
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eliminate the opportunity for police to disregard and personally attack LGBT
individuals. However, this runs the risk of resulting in vigilantism, and can greatly 
increase crime rates when untrained citizens take law into their own hands. The
implementation of police review and public opinion boards, however would
greatly allow the public to hold their police force more accountable, therefore 
ensuring the upholding of proper law enforcement.
Another alternative would be the implementation of greater support to 
national organizations that are specifically dedicated to addressing LGBT rights
abuses such as Lambda Legal, Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International. 
These organizations help hold police officers more accountable and continuously 
fight for the rights and freedoms of LGBT people.
All in all police brutality and apathy towards the LGBT community is still a 
major discriminatory offense to the LGB community here in the United States.
Measures must be taken in order to change the public perspective to hold these
officers more accountable for their actions and to ensure the safety of LGB
people. Previous measures such as the Hate Crimes Prevention Act have been
rendered only slightly successful and without further action these injustices will
continue to flourish indefinitely.
In the following section we analyze a less violent but still equally important 
issue regarding discrimination based on sexual orientation in the work place.
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Work Place Discrimination and the LGB Identity
It is currently estimated that there are eight million LGBT employees in the
United States work force (4% of the workforce population) [Pizer, Pg. 719]. LGBT
employment discrimination has been a common issue faced by many of these 
people. In 1973, a bill was introduced to the United States Congress for a national
law prohibiting discrimination in the workplace based on sexual orientation. 
Multiple similar bills have been proposed since then, but protections regarding 
sexual orientation and gender identity were not considered until quite recently, 
and no current federal law has been enacted for these protections. The current 
proposed federal bill, the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) provides 
some nationwide protections for LGBT employees, but has yet to be enacted due 
to the House of Representatives voting against its passing in 2013. 
In a 2008 nationwide survey entitled the General Social Survey, 37 percent 
of lesbian and gay employees stated they had experienced workplace harassment
and 12 percent claimed to have lost a job due to their sexual orientation. [Pizer, 
Pg. 721] In addition to this, some 90 percent of transgender respondents claimed 
to have experienced harassment or mistreatment at work, and some 47 percent 
have reported losing a promotion or job based on their gender identity. The
survey also showed that 42 percent of LGB identified respondents experienced at
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least one form of employment discrimination at some point in their lives due to
their sexual orientation. [Pizer Pg. 724] 
In a smaller scope, local surveys within specific states expressed similar 
results. A 2010 survey in Utah showed that 30 percent of LGB surveyed people
had experienced weekly harassment based on their sexual orientation over the 
course of the last year. In Colorado a 2010 survey showed that 27 percent of 
lesbian and gay people experienced workplace discrimination and in a 2009
survey showed that 19 percent of LGBT staff and faculty at universities had 
̀͘σ͘φΗ͘ΰ͊͘ Θ̀͊͘ΩϯϊΗηΰ̼φ́Ώ ΗΰϔΗίΗ͔̼ϔΗΰΊΏ η͘͢͢ΰϊΗϺ͘Ώ ΔηϊϔΗΩ͘ ηφ Δ̼φ̼ϊϊΗΰΊ ͉͘Δ̼ϺΗηφ
ηΰ ̼͊ίσϯϊ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ σφΗηφ ̼́͘φΙΒ κPΗ̆͘φ PΊΒϳϮϰλ
Controlled studies have utilized experimental procedures to better assess
workplace discrimination and rejection of job applications. Researchers utilized
pairs of identical resumes, with one simple difference, one application openly 
expressed that the applicant had been involved with an LGBTQ college campus 
organization. In the most recent study of this kind, 1,769 pairs of resumes were
distributed out to entry-level jobs in seven different states. Results showed that a 
gay male would have to apply for 50 percent more job opportunities to land an
interview than that of his heterosexual competitor applicant [Pizer Pg.728]. It was 
also observed that applications sent to states without employment
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nondiscrimination laws that protect sexual orientation minorities were less
successful and less likely to receive an interview. 
In addition to application rejection, employers are also capable to refuse 
employment of an applicant due to their perceived or actual sexual orientation. 
Currently, 29 states across the U.S. have no legal protections for LGB employees
and job applicants [Outandequal.org]. This means that employers of those 29
states can legally discriminate based on sexual orientation by firing or rejecting 
people perceived as, or self-identified as being LGB. Additionally, no solid 
evidence is necessary for this removal from the work force to take place. As such,
employer recognition of LGB stereotypes is enough grounds to lawfully reject 
employment of individuals. Due to the lack of legislative protections for LGB
people, there is no legal action that can be taken by victims of this discrimination. 
The Transgender community has even fewer states with protections in the
workforce, having 33 states that can legally discriminate based on perceived or 
actual gender identity [outandequal.org]. 
The discrimination faced by the LGBT community does more than just
negatively affect their working experience though; it has also shown to result in
identity-hiding, lower pay for work, fewer employment opportunities and lower
physical and mental health. In the GSS survey cited above, it was found that one-
third of all LGB respondents had not disclosed their sexual orientation to any
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coworkers, while only 25 percent stated that they had been completely open in
the workplace [Pizer Pg. 735]. Bisexual respondents were significantly less likely 
to be open to coworkers, (6 percent compared to 38 percent for lesbian and gay
individuals). In 2005 a similar survey was conducted with the added component
η͢ Θφ̼͘ϊηΰ ͢ηφ φ͘ί̼ΗΰΗΰΊ ͊Ωηϊ͘ϔ͔͘ Ηΰ ϔΔ͘ ϻηφΦσΩ̼͊͘ΙΒ 70 percent of the LGB 
respondents stated that they had remained closeted due to fear of losing work
due to their identity. Additionally, 13 percent of respondents stated that they had 
not been open in the workplace due to the potential for personal harm or assault 
from coworkers [Pizer Pg. 735].
It is important to recognize the significance of these statistics and how 
they affect LGB employees overall. In 2007 a study of LGB employees found that 
employees that feared being open in the workplace due to discrimination had 
significantly more negative career and work attitudes, and experienced more 
stress-related symptoms of physical and mental health issues [Pizer Pg. 736]. This 
shows that discrimination in the workplace affects much more than just an
employ͘͘Εϊ ̼͉ΗΩΗϔ́ ϔη ϻηφΦ ͘͢͢Η͊Η͘ΰϔΏΒ ! ͔Ηϊ͊φΗίΗΰ̼ϔηφ́ ϻηφΦ ͘ΰϺΗφηΰί͘ΰϔ 
ΰ͘Ί̼ϔΗϺ͘Ώ ̼͊͘͢͢ϔϊ LG ͘ίσΩή͘͘Εϊ σ͘φϊηΰ̼Ω Δ̼͘ΩϔΔ ̼ΰ͔ ͘ίηϔΗηΰ̼Ω ϊϔ̼͉ΗΩΗϔ́Β !ϊ 
such, it is important to work towards workplace equality, in which LGB people
can feel safe, comfortable and protected in the workplace, so as to help alleviate 
some of these emotional and health related burdens on the LGB workforce. 
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Between the years 2004 and 2014, over a dozen studies have been
conducted analyzing the compensation rate of gay workers compared to their
heterosexual coworkers. The wage gap identified between these two
demographics varies significantly depending on which study is cited, but is
estimated to range somewhere between 10 and 32 percent [Pizer, Pg. 738].
Lesbian women on the other hand actually tend to make more money than their
heterosexual coworkers, but still less than their male equivalents of either sexual 
orientation. The candidates utilized in this comparison had similar credentials and 
overall work efficiency, the only difference between candidates was their sexual
orientations. As such, unequal pay for LGB employees is an important issue
within the workplace. Although unequal pay may not directly impact an LGB 
σ͘φϊηΰΕϊ Δ̼σσΗΰ͘ϊϊ ηφ Δ̼͘ΩϔΔ Ηϔ ̼͊ΰ Ηίσ̼͊ϔ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ηϺ͘φ̼ΩΩ ͊͘ηΰηίΗ͊ ϊϔ̼͉ility and 
hinder them from experiences available to their heterosexual counterparts. 
Looking more specifically at the mental and physical health aspect of these 
statistics we can see a strong correlation between discrimination experiences and 
mental/physical health problems. [Pizer Pg. 739] Homophobic social
environments have been identified as significant factors for LGB employees, 
resulting in decreased psychological and physical health. This issue has been
recognized by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, who stated
ϔΔ̼ϔ ΘϔΔ͘ Ηϊϊϯ͘ϊ ϊϯφφηϯΰ͔ΗΰΊ σ͘φϊηΰ̼ΩΏ ̼͢ίΗΏΏ ̼ΰ͔ ϊη͊Η̼Ω acceptance of sexual 
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ηφΗ͘ΰϔ̼ϔΗηΰ ̼͊ΰ σΩ̼͊͘ ̼ ϊΗΊΰΗ͢Η̼͊ΰϔ ͉ϯφ͔͘ΰ ηΰ ί͘ΰϔ̼Ω Δ̼͘ΩϔΔ ̼ΰ͔ σ͘φϊηΰ̼Ω ϊ̼͘͢ϔ́Ι
[Pizer Pg. 739]. A 2009 survey by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health 
showed that 83 percent of heterosexual respondents self-identified themselves 
as being in good health. Meanwhile 78 percent of lesbian and gay and 74 percent 
of bisexual respondents stated they were in good health [Pizer Pg. 379]. This 
represents a smaller population of healthy individuals and implies that LGB
people overall are in a lesser health condition than are heterosexual people.
Further research had been conducted on disease progression for LGB 
individuals who may experience greater amounts of social stress because of their
sexual orientation. Specifically, in 1996 researchers compared openly gay men 
infected with HIV with closeted gay men with HIV in regards to the progression of 
their disease. These HIV positive men were surveyed for nine years, taking note 
of patients being either asymptomatic or experiencing significant AIDS-related
diseases, such as pneumonia. The results showed that the HIV infections in
closeted men progressed more rapidly over the nine years than men who openly 
disclosed their identity [Pizer Pg. 740]. These results were consistent even after
some variables were controlled, such as medication use and sexual behaviors.
More recent studies with similar research parameters have shown similar results, 
despite the improvements of HIV treatment since the 1996 study. Specifically, the
concealment of a persηΰΕϊ Ί̼́ Η͔͘ΰϔΗϔ́ ͔ΗϊσΏ̼͔͘ ͊ηφφ͘Ω̼ϔΗηΰ ϔη ̼ Ωηϻ͔͘ Dϰ
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count, which is used as a measure of HIV progression. As such, there is a potential
correlation between stress and disease progression. Additionally, high levels of 
perceived discrimination or fear of discrimination has been connected to high
amounts of stress, leading to psychiatric disorders, psychological distress and 
depression, as well as loneliness, low self-esteem and suicidal thoughts [Pizer Pg.
741].
These statistics demonstrate the importance of national bills such as the
Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) to protect workers of sexual or
gender minority groups, as employment discrimination against these groups is
ϊϔΗΩΩ σφ͘Ϻ̼Ω͘ΰϔ ϔή͔̼Β Hηϻ͘Ϻ͘φΏ END! ͔η͘ϊΰΕϔ σφηϺΗ͔͘ ͊ηίσΩ͘ϔ͘ σφηϔ͊͘ϔΗηΰϊ for
LGB people, especially in regard to partner benefits. The ENDA bill explicitly 
states that employers are not required to treat same-sex non-married couples 
the same as heterosexual married couples for employee benefits. In conjunction 
with the second section of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) which allows 
ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ϊ ϔη ΰηϔ φ͊͘ηΊΰΗ̆͘ ηϔΔ͘φ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘Εϊ ϊ̼ί͘-sex marriage licensure as they choose, 
ENDA permits businesses within states that lack same-sex marriage to refuse 
benefits to legally married same-sex partners of their employees under the
̼ϊϊϯίσϔΗηΰ ϔΔ̼ϔ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ͊ϯφφ͘ΰϔ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ η͢ φ͘ϊΗ͔͘ΰ͊͘ ͔η͘ϊΰΕϔ φ͊͘ηΊΰΗ̆͘ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ί̼φφΗ̼Ί͘Β 
Due to this issue in the ENDA bill, should it pass in the future, no legal action can 
be taken against businesses that reject same-sex partner benefits, as there is no
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explicit anti-gay sentiment to the benefits policy. Instead, by only offering 
͉͘ΰ͘͢Ηϔϊ ϔη ̼ Θϊσηϯϊ͘Ι ϻΔΗ͊Δ Ηϊ ̼͊ϔ͘ΊηφΗ͔̆͘ ͉́ ̼ ί̼φφΗ͔͘ σ̼φϔΰ͘φΏ ͉ϯϊΗΰ͘ϊϊ͘ϊ ̼φ͘ 
capable of indirectly discriminating against LGB couples in states without 
marriage equality, even if the couple is legally married in another state. Since
same-ῒ͘ ί̼φφΗ͔͘ ͊ηϯσΩ͘Εϊ ί̼φφΗ̼Ί͘ ͢φηί ̼ΰηϔΔ͘φ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ ί̼́ ΰηϔ ͉͘ φ͊͘ηΊΰΗ͔̆͘ Ηΰ
their state of residency, spousal recognition on a state level can be denied 
regardless of marriage status. As such, identifying an anti-gay motive behind the
lack of benefits is difficult, making legal action rather challenging, often
unenforceable and ineffective. 
Although companies are capable of protecting themselves behind the 
shield of DOMA, a 2009 Kaiser Family Foundation study showed that 31 percent 
of firms that offered spousal benefits offered these benefits to different-sex 
unmarried partners, yet only 21 percent offered equal benefits to LGB domestic
partners [Pizer Pg. 767]. This shows direct discrimination, as 10 percent of 
studied firms made exceptions for heterosexual couples who were not married, 
but not for same-sex couples. This likely contributes to the fact that same-sex
unmarried relationships are two to three times more likely to not be insured than 
married heterosexual couples [Pizer Pg. 768]. This statistic is important when 
taking health risks for LGB people into consideration. Studies have shown that
LGB adults have a poorer health overall, and research has shown that LGB people
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have higher rates of cancer [Pizer Pg. 768]. As such, having less access to health 
insurance can be detrimental to overall longevity of life.
Workplace discrimination and inequality is still highly prevalent within the 
LGB community and greatly impacts the health and happiness of LGB employees
and their same-sex partners. To achieve true workplace equality will take a
multitude of different measures to be completely successful. The most important 
measure to be taken is the reformation and passing of ENDA to be a fully
inclusive and effective national law. Current drafts of ENDA only provide a few 
φΗΊΔϔϊ ̼ΰ͔ ͉͘ΰ͘͢Ηϔϊ ϔη ͘ίσΩή͘͘ϊ ͉ϯϔ ̼͢ΗΩ ϔη ͊ηίσΩ͘ϔ͘Ώ ͘υϯΗΩΗ͉φ̼ϔ͘ ̼ΰ ͘ίσΩή͘͘Εϊ
status. A major issue that requires ENDA recognition is the lack of spousal 
benefits for same-sex couples. Currently there are two ways to effectively fix this 
issue. A clause within ENDA, ensuring equality in marriage benefits between
heterosexual married couples and same-sex married couples/domestic
partners/civil unions, or couples in an equivalent relationship status, would
effectively fix this issue when and if ENDA is passed. As such, antigay businesses
could be better held accountable for their discriminatory policies, rendering them
incapable of hiding behind other laws such as DOMA. 
An alternative solution includes the changing of DOMA itself. The Defense 
of Marriage Act currently mandates that marriage can be recognized for same-
sex and opposite-sex partners, but that it is up to ̼͊͘Δ Ηΰ͔ΗϺΗ͔ϯ̼Ω ϊϔ̼ϔ͘Εϊ 
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discretion to decide whether same-sex marriages should be permitted and/or
recognized. By repealing DOMA in its entirety the LGB population would be
capable of being both state and nationally recognized in the institution of 
marriage. As such, same-ῒ͘ ί̼φφΗ͔͘ σ̼φϔΰ͘φϊ ϻηϯΩ͔ ͉͘ Η͔͘ΰϔΗ͢Η͔͘ ̼ϊ Θϊσηϯϊ͘ϊΏΙ 
therefore requiring companies to grant benefits to same-sex spouses by their
current policies. Alternatively, although permitting same-sex marriage would
effectively alleviate this issue, it is possible to remedy this injustice without 
having marriage eligibility for same-sex partners. The definition of a spouse in
federal legislation restricts it to being a married person. However, by redefining 
ϔΔ͘ ϔ͘φί Θϊσηϯϊ͘Ι ϔη Ηΰ͊Ωϯ͔͘ ηϔΔ͘φ ͊φ͔͘entials, it is possible to create the
alternative same-sex partner spousal eligibility. This would permit same-sex 
partners to reach the spousal standard needed for receiving benefits without
having to directly take down DOMAΏ ̼ϊϊϯίΗΰΊ ͊ηίσ̼ΰΗ͘ϊ ͔ηΰΕϔ ̼Ωϔ͘r their 
policies to continue discriminating.
The second possibility listed above has been explored and enacted in some 
detail in the past. The concept of a domestic partner or a civil union relationship
has been implemented in multiple states, which helps give identity to long-term
committed relationships that include both heterosexual and same-sex
partnerships. Domestic partnerships and civil unions grant some of the same
protections and rights that marriage does, but has proven to be inconsistent in
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these rights from state to state. Additionally, civil unions and domestic 
partnerships still do not currently create spousal eligibility for same-sex partners, 
and therefore are not guaranteed to be recognized for partner benefits from 
employers. Recently though, many United States companies have begun 
recognizing same-sex domestic partnerships an civil unions for benefits, but
current laws and standards do not require all companies to do so.
It is important to also address the issues with the workplace atmosphere
towards LGB individuals themselves. The primary issue regarding the workplace
atmosphere is ϔΔ̼ϔ η͢ ̼ΰ ͘ίσΩή͘φΕϊ ̼ϔϔΗϔϯ͔͘ towards LGB people causing fear of 
rejection or even job loss. This is a difficult issue to address, as changing the
actions and perceptions of an employer is difficult to initiate successfully. One
way to accomplish this is by creating penalties for employers who choose to
discriminate based on sexual orientation within the workforce, either on job
retention, hiring, promotions, wages and other areas of inequality. By generating
penalties for discriminatory employers, there would be more pressure for
employers to be inclusive in their policy making for fear of financial or legal
repercussions. However, for such penalties to be successful it is necessary to
have proper legal procedures and standards that do not permit employers to 
hide behind other laws such as DOMA. Additionally, Identifying the true core 
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reasoning for firing an employee will always be difficult, and as such legal 
penalties overall are unlikely to be completely effective.
It is possible that legally institutionalized penalties are not necessary 
though and that overall workplace competitiveness can help alleviate many of
these issues. In 2002 the Human Rights Campaign created the Corporate Equality 
Index (CEI) which documents the overall equality of LGB individuals in specific 
corporations across the country. The CEI, which is released in the fall of every 
̼́͘φΏ ϯϔΗΩΗ̆͘ϊ ϊϯφϺ́͘ϊ η͢ Ω̼φΊ͘ ͉ϯϊΗΰ͘ϊϊΕϊ EOϊ ηΰ Ηϊϊϯ͘ϊ η͢ transgender health 
care, recognition of domestic partners/civil unions for spousal benefits and a
plethora other areas of potential workplace discrimination/concern. These 
surveys are then processed to generate an overall CEI score for that business. A
perfect score of 100 represents a business that is fully inclusive of LGBT
individuals on a corporate level.
The CEI has generated an overall competitive atmosphere within the
fortune 500 companies in the United States. Businesses have now recognized
that with greater inclusivity, comes greater happiness and desire to be within
their companies. As such, by generating more inclusive policies, companies are 
witnessing increased productivity of employees and greater rates of general 
satisfaction with their career, due to employees feeling safe and appreciated in
their workplace. In 2014, the CEI showed that 304 large companies had a perfect 
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score of 100 percent for 2014 [2014 Corporate Equality Index, Pg. 3] compared to 
a mere 13 in 2002 [2002 Corporate Equality Index, Pg. 3]. This shows a rapid 
change in workplace equality over the last 12 years, with nearly thirty times more 
inclusive companies. Additionally, the 2014 index states that 91 percent of 
fortune 500 companies had explicit protections on the basis of sexual orientation
and 67 percent offered same-sex partner benefits [2014 Corporate Equality 
Index, Pg. 3].
These numbers show a dramatic shift in workplace equality and show that
big businesses are capable of making the necessary changes for workplace
equality without the institution of legislation. Inclusive corporations have even
begun pressuring state legislators to implement legal protections for LGBT people
in hopes of bringing in more potential employees. In fact, hundreds of 
corporations urged the Θϯσφ͘ί͘ ηϯφϔ ϔη ϊϔφΗΦ͘ ͔ηϻΰ DOM!Ώ ̼ΰ͔ ̼ΩΗ͢ηφΰΗ̼Εϊ 
Pφησ ϴΏ ̼ΰ͔ ϭϮϬ ͉ϯϊΗΰ͘ϊϊ͘ϊ ̼ϔϔ͘ΰ͔͔͘ HRΕϊ ϯϊΗΰ͘ϊϊ η̼ΩΗϔΗηΰ ͢ηφ ήηφΦσΩ̼͊͘
Fairness, showing public support for ENDA. However, despite companies being 
more inclusive of their LGBT employees and fighting for their legal protections, it
͔η͘ϊΰΕϔ ̼Ωϔ͘φ ϔΔ͘ ̼͊͢ϔ ϔΔ̼ϔ Ηΰ Ϯϵ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ϊ ̼ σ͘φϊηΰ ̼͊ΰ ͉͘ Ω͘Ί̼ΩΏ ͢Ηφ͔͘ ͢ηφ ϔΔ͘Ηφ 
perceived or actual sexual orientation, and that smaller, less competitive or more
conservative companies are still fully capable of legally discriminating against the
community. Still, it is encouraging to see large companies take matters into their
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own hands in lieu of the lack of protective legislation of LGB people, and the CEI 
creating public rankings of inclusiveness has done wonders for making a more 
inclusive working community for many employees. 
Coworker perceptions are important to put into consideration as well 
when analyzing the inclusiveness of the work environment. As such, it is still
important to implement methods for increasing coworker support of LGB
persons. One way to do this would be the implementation of educational 
programs within major corporations across the country to educate employees on
the difficulties faced by the LGB community. These educational programs would
hopefully diminish the stigma towards LGB workers and allow them to feel more 
comfortable in their working environment, effectively alleviating fears of being
out and contributing to the overall health of LGB employees.
Overall, despite the support of many major businesses across the nation, 
employment discrimination is still prevalent in the LGB community and requires 
action to create an equal and welcoming working environment. The need for a 
national bill providing FULL protections of LGB people in the workplace is 
essential for providing a comfortable and inclusive work environment and should
be prioritized in response to this issue. Without action it is likely that LGB
discrimination will continue, therefore continuing to contribute to low mental 
and physical health of LGB people.
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Along with high instances of joblessness in LGB people, there is also a 
corresponding relationship to high levels of homelessness for LGBT youth. The
following section analyzes the reasoning and potential solutions behind the 
disproportionate number of homeless youth who are LGBT.
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Homelessness and Bullying in LGB adolescents
Adolescence has long been categorized as a time of self-discovery and
maturation. However, on the contrary, it is also commonly a life stage filled with 
bullying, depression and victimization due to any perceived difference from 
ϊη͊Η͘ϔ́Εϊ ̀͘σ͊͘ϔ̼ϔΗηΰϊ. This bullying, along with other issues such as the threat of
parental abandonment have been strong factors contributing to the rising
number of homeless lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender youth. In this chapter, 
we analyze the different ways that society influences and propagates high LGBT
youth homelessness rates, how this affects the individuals, and possible 
solutions.
Although the total number of LGB homeless people in the United States is
not known, it is estimated that of these LGB people, some 320,000 to 400,000 of 
them are youth [Quintana, Rosenthal, & Kehely, 2010]. In addition, it is estimated
that some 40% of homeless youth identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual or questioning
[Young Gay and Homeless...But Not Alone]. Additionally, it is estimated that
some 30-45% of homeless adolescents utilizing drop-in centers, homeless youth
agencies and housing programs are LGBT [Durso & Gates, 2012]. This statistic, in
conjuncture with the estimates that 3% of youth in the United States identify as 
LGB shows a disproportionate number of LGBT homeless youth compared to 
heterosexual youth. It is necessary to analyze the causation of this
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disproportionally high number of LGB homeless youth, as it is becoming a 
widespread issue across the United States [Keuroghilan].
In 2007 the State of Massachusetts department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education Ηϊϊϯ͔͘ ̼ ΘRΗϊΦ ͘Δ̼ϺΗηφ ΘϯφϺ́͘Ι ϔη ̼ ϔηϔ̼Ω η͢ ϲ,317 public
school students grade 9-12. Of the students surveyed, approximately 25% of
lesbian and gay students and 15% of bisexual students stated that they were 
currently homeless at the time of taking the survey. This was in direct contrast to
the 3% of heterosexual students who reported being homeless [Corlis Pg. 3]. The
reasoning behind these two demographics being homeless was shown to be
different in further investigation, with a majority of heterosexual homeless youth 
stating they were homeless due to financial insecurity, while a majority of LGBT
youth stating they were homeless due to parental abandonment [Corlis Pg. 3].
Additionally, of the surveyed students who identified as being some category of 
homeless, 20% identified as lesbian, gay or bisexual. However, of all the students 
surveyed, homeless or not, only 5% of students identified with these minority 
sexual orientations, showing a disproportionate number of LGBT homeless rates 
in these youth. This study was also limited in only being conducted among high 
school students, and required students to attend school the day the survey was 
released, thereby excluding any students who may have withdrawn from school 
due to homelessness or ϻΔη ͔Η͔ΰΕϔ ̼ϔϔ͘ΰ͔ that day. Sexual minority groups are 
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significantly more at risk of homelessness than their heterosexual classmates due 
to stigmatization and rejection from peers and family members directed at the
community. This study, along with similar ones like it, have repeatedly reported 
that sexual-minority groups are somewhere between 4 and 13 times more likely
to be homeless than their heterosexual classmates [Corlis Pg. 1].
In recent years, the concept of LGB bullying and its repercussions have
been commonly highlighted and focused on by news programs and many
organizations. One such case widely reported concerned Tyler Clementi, an 18
year old man who was ̼ ͢φ͘ϊΔί̼ΰ ̼ϔ RϯϔΊ͘φΕϊ ΢ΰΗϺ͘φϊΗϔ́Β Ω͘ί͘ΰϔΗΕϊ φηηίί̼ϔ͘Ώ 
Dharun Ravi, suspected Clementi to be gay, and set up a video camera within his
aΰ͔ Ω͘ί͘ΰϔΗΕϊ φηηίΒ H͘ ϯϊ͔͘ ϔΔ͘ video recording to live stream the acts of
Clementi within the dorm, which included a sexual encounter with another man.
The stream was live across the internet foφ ̼ΰ́ηΰ͘Εϊ ϺΗ͘ϻΗΰΊ ̼͊͊͘ϊϊ. Ravi posted
on Twitter before live streaming the video. The tweet stated: "Roommate asked
for the room till midnight. I went into molly's [Sic] room and turned on my
webcam. I saw him making out with a dude. Yay" [Parker]. Two days later Ravi 
directed his 150 TϻΗϔϔ͘φ ͢ηΩΩηϻ͘φϊ ϔη ϻ̼ϔ͊Δ ϔΔ͘ ΩΗϺ͘ ϺΗ͔͘η η͢ Ω͘ί͘ΰϔΗΕϊ ῒ͘ϯ̼Ω
encounter. In response to finding out that his privacy had been so greatly 
violated, Clementi, in sheer horror and emotional distress, posted the following
to his Facebook profile - ΘΣϯίσΗΰΊ η͢͢ ϔΔ͘ Ίϻ ͉φΗ͔Ί͘ ϊηφφ́Ι κP̼φΦ͘φλΒ Ω͘ί͘ΰϔΗ
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ended up committing suicide by jumping off of the George Washington Bridge
shortly after his Facebook post. Ω͘ί͘ΰϔΗΕϊ story is an example of LGB bullying,
more specifically cyber bullying, and how it can have detrimental effects on the
longevity and positive self-image of LGB people.
Iΰ ̼ ϮϬϭϬΏ ̼ ϊϯφϺ́͘ ϔΗϔΩ͔͘ ϔΔ͘ Θή̼ϊΔΗΰΊϔηΰ Θϔ̼ϔ͘ H̼͘ΩϔΔ́ δηϯϔΔ ΘϯφϺ́͘Ι, 
LGBT youth as bullying targets was analyzed to assess the victimization rates and
overall quality of life of students within the Washington State School System. In 
this study, some 27,752 students were surveyed on their experiences in the
school, including experiences of bullying based on perceived sexual orientation. 
In this study, an average of 12% of male students and 8% of female students had 
been targeted by bullying due to their perceived sexual orientation [Donald Pg.
ϮλΒ R͘ϊσηΰ͔͘ΰϔΕϊ Qϯ̼ΩΗϔ́ η͢ LΗ͘͢ Θ͊ηφ͘s were measured by a 6-item scale
͊ηίσφΗϊ͔͘ η͢ ϲ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ί͘ΰϔϊ ϊϯ͊Δ ̼ϊ ΘI ͘͘͢Ω I ̼ί Ί͘ϔϔΗΰΊ ̼ΩηΰΊ ϻΗϔΔ ί́ parents or
Ίϯ̼φ͔Η̼ΰϊΙΏ ̼ΰ͔ ΘI ΩηηΦ ͢ηφϻ̼φ͔ ϔη ϔΔ͘ ͢ϯϔϯφ͘ΙΒ ΘϯφϺ͔́͘͘ ϊϔϯ͔͘ΰϔϊ ϻ͘φ͘ ̼ϊΦ͔͘ ϔη
rank ϔΔ͘ ̼͊͊ϯφ̼͊́ η͢ ̼͊͘Δ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ί͘ΰϔΕϊ ̼͊͊ϯφ̼͊́ ͢ηφ ϔΔ͘ίϊ͘ΩϺ͘ϊ on a scale of 0, for
not true at all, to 10, meaning completely true. Of all respondents, students who
were bullied based on perceived sexual orientation held the lowest mean quality 
of life value compared to other demographics [Donald Pg. 3]. In addition, this
demographic also exhibited a high number of individuals experiencing depressed 
moods and contemplation of suicide than other groups. These results seemed to
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compound for males over time, as the number of male students bullied for PSO
(perceived sexual orientation), whom experienced depression and suicidal 
ideation increased by grade. Females however showed a constant rate of 
depression or suicidal ideation after being bullied for PSO. These results also
showed that being bullied for PSO produced a higher rate of depression and 
suicidal thoughts than did bullying for other reasons (race, socioeconomic class,
etc.). [Donald Pg. 3]
The lasting effects of bullying are hard to quantify, but can result in
damaging repercussions for victims, and often correlates to a high dropout rate.
A study done in Virginia by Cornell et. al (2008) showed that small changes in
ϊϔϯ͔͘ΰϔΕϊ σφ͘Ϻ̼Ω͘ΰ͊͘ η͢ ϔ̼͘ϊΗΰΊ ̼ΰ͔ ͉ϯΩΏΗΰΊ ͊ηφφ͘Ω̼ϔ͔͘ ϔη ϊΗΊΰΗ͢Η̼͊ΰϔΏ Ω̼φΊ͘φ 
dropout rates, with an average of 29% more dropouts than the average dropout 
rate. Additionally, the study showed that schools with lower than average
prevalence of teasing and bullying had a 28% lower dropout rate than the 
average. 
There are multiple factors that contribute to this dropout rate increases 
from bullying. Traditionally students who drop out from high school tend to 
experience or undergo a large degree of separation from their place of study. As
such, bullying contributes to dropout rates by creating an unsafe and stressful 
environment for students, therefore causing them to begin or further
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disassociate themselves from their schools. The disengagement results in lesser 
attendance, greater tardiness and lower satisfaction rates of education for these 
students. Additionally, teasing and bullying can often be reciprocated with violent
or aggressive outbursts from the victim as well, resulting in disciplinary 
consequences from the administration of the schools. This discipline further 
disengages the student from their studies and increases their risk of dropping
out.
The same study by Cornell et. Al (2008) also found that there was no 
correlation between the number of student reports of bullying and dropout 
rates. This implies that instances of bullying are going highly underreported in
schools. A Potential theory behind underreporting is the idea that informing an
̼ϯϔΔηφΗϔ́ ͢ΗΊϯφ͘ η͢ ͉ϯΩΏΗΰΊΏ ηφ ΘϊΰΗϔ͊ΔΗΰΊΙ ϻΗΩΩ ϻηφϊ͘ΰ ϔΔ͘ ͉ϯΩΏΗΰΊ σ͘φσ͘ϔφ̼ϔ͔͘ ηΰ
the victim, or that the faculty and staff are unable to help in some way, which 
may further influence the disengagement of the student.
Dropout rates for LGBT individuals have been relatively under studied. It is
unclear whether bullying based on perceived sexual orientation has had a 
significant effect on high school completion, therefore more research should be
done in this area, to identify a potential correlation to bullying based on PSO and 
retention/graduation rates. Looking at the two separate studies completed by
Donald and Cornell, it would be safe to assume that LGBT people face higher 
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rates of bullying and a lower quality of life at school likely causing them to drop
out. Lacking a high school education can substantially reduce financial stability 
for a person, as a high school diploma is often a requirement for many decent 
paying jobs. High dropout rates of LGBT people likely contribute to the increasing
size of LGBT homeless youth, as they lack the ability to financially support 
themselves. A significant correlation has been made between homeless youth
and high school dropout rates, however, it is unclear whether this correlation
implies causation and if so which variable is independent.
One of the other major causal factors of this increased homelessness rate 
in LGB youth is the high possibility of rejection and or disownment from family
members. It is a common occurrence that, upon coming out to their parents, 
LGBT youth end up homeless due to unsupportive environments at home. These
unsupportive environments are commonly due to anti-gay attitudes of parental 
figures and general stigmatization against LGBT people. In fact, in a scientific
survey of 425 homeless youths age 16-20, 73% of gay/lesbian surveyed
individuals and 26% of bisexuals stated that their primary reason for being 
homeless was due to disapproval from parental figures in their household. [Rew] 
In addition to this, sexual abuse from parental figures was reported more often
for gay and lesbian students (21%) as compared to the heterosexual population
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(10%), which also coincides with a higher rate of physical abuse for LGB students 
as well [Rew]. 
The average time of first homelessness occurrence for an LGBT person is 
14 years of age [Bassuk, 2004]. However, it is often observed that LGB homeless 
individuals do not actually disclose their orientation until well after being
removed from the household. This suggests two possible theories for causation; 
LGBT youth run away as a coping mechanism, or there is specific victimization
based on particular stereotypical character traits. For many adolescents, running 
away from a problem seems like a simple and immediately effective solution. If 
animosity towards a sexual minority identity is observed within a household, it is
quite common for the teenager to leave the household before that animosity 
shifts to them. These self-preservation acts, due to fear, influence many 
teenagers to flee from their homes preemptively, knowing it to be an 
unsupportive environment. Additionally, it is possible that LGBT youth may be
rejected by parental figures due to gender-nonconforming actions and
tendencies, which are stereotypical indicators of a sexual minority identity.
The issues of parental acceptance can easily compound with the issues of 
low academic investment. If bullying within the school results in a lower
academic or educational involvement for a student, then parents often discipline 
their children. This disciplining is important for keeping the student on track to
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success when they stray, however it can also lead to an overall disconnect from 
both school and home, which worsens the emotional state of the person in 
turmoil. As such, if parental figures tend to be more punishing than supportive it 
can have an overall decrease on childhood success and potential increase in the
potential for leaving home and/or school. 
These factors strongly influence the high rate of homelessness in LGB 
people of this age demographic. However it is important to note that, after
becoming homeless, LGB youth also show an increased risk of physical and sexual
abuse, as well as mental health problems, substance abuse, depression, PTSD,
and suicidal tendencies. In fact, it is estimated that some 73% of LGB youth are in
need of counseling and support services regarding suicide ideation, and that 
some 57.1% had attempted suicide at least once in their lifetime [Keuroghilan Pg. 
2]. In addition, homeless LGB youth have disproportionately high sexual health 
risks, showing a higher rate of unprotected sex, sexually transmitted diseases and
number of sexual partners. These factors can create lasting negative health 
consequences ϔΔφηϯΊΔηϯϔ ϔΔ͘ φ͘ί̼Ηΰ͔͘φ η͢ ϔΔ͘ ́ηϯϔΔΕϊ ΩΗ͘͢Ώ ΔΗΰ͔͘φΗΰΊ ί͘ΰϔ̼Ω
health recovery and overall success rates [Keuroghilan Pg. 2]. 
It is important to address the different causal factors listed above when 
solidifying a plan for reducing LGB homelessness rates. Cohesive, supportive and 
welcoming learning environments are essential for adequately establishing 
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greater LGBT high school completion rates. High school education is an important 
factor in generating opportunities for youth success, and therefore graduation is 
an important milestone on the way to success. It is necessary for schools to strive 
towards making their learning environments more welcoming to students of
sexual minority groups. This could be instated in a multitude of different ways. 
The implementation of school-supported Gay Straight Alliances could help bridge
the gap of detachment from education that many LGB students experience. 
Additionally, faculty and staff members should undergo extensive sensitivity 
training that puts a large focus on assisting LGB students.
In addition to educational programs implemented for faculty and staff, it is
important to reduce the cryptic atmosphere around the LGB community. A large 
amount of animosity towards the LGB community is due to a lack of education, or 
a surplus of misinformation about the community, with a combination of 
judgmental or biased values. The current curricular normality of explicitly 
overlooking the existence of queer leaders in history, literature and global 
politics, along with ignoring the LGBT sexual health matters during sexual
education and the overall avoidance of the concept of same-sex attraction can 
definitely contribute to the aggression and bullying towards this minority group. 
The integrating or mention of LGBT rights and LGBT individuals into curriculum 
will help to normalize the stigmatization/invisibility/exclusion of LGB people. 
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Additionally, the implementation of student education programs and sensitivity
trainings would be beneficial in helping reduce bullying. Such programs are 
unlikely to change the actions of bullying perpetrators, but can provide witnesses 
of bullying with tools to recognize and address the situation properly, and 
therefore allow students to take a more active role in keeping each other safe.
This method would also greatly increase the sense of inclusion at these education 
centers, therefore increasing educational investment for LGB students and 
increasing graduation rates.
Overall many of these programΕs success levels would be difficult to
quantify as the overall ability for them to be implemented in different school
districts varies drastically. Some school districts have pushed back exceptionally
hard to anti-LGB bullying programs for students, stating that bullying is a normal
part of high school experiences and that students should just acclimate 
themselves to it [Out in the Silence, 2009]. However, parents and students have
the right to take legal action against school systems that do not take their
personal concerns into account, and therefore the victims and friends of victims
of LGB bullying are capable of making change in their communities, as long as 
they take the initiative to do so. [Out in the Silence, 2009]
Although the above solutions address the school environment, they do
little to address the systemic issues faced at home regarding disapproving
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families. It is possible to implement further educational programs for parental 
figures to help educate them on how to properly support and raise an LGBT
youth. Such a direct program would likely be unsuccessful, due to the 
unlikelihood of anti-gay parents attending. However, the implementation of
general education programs for a multitude of different issues faced by high
school students could be successful, therefore providing parents with the tools 
for being successful parents of LGB youth while providing information about 
other issues (holding students accountable for school work, balancing class loads
etc.). Such a program could get the information out to parents in the hopes of
them taking the information and applying it to their overall parenting methods.
Additionally, addressing these issues from the perspective of how to support a 
student who is being bullied could provide additional opportunities to distribute 
supportive information to parents without risk of anti-LGBT parents rejecting the
information and without outing the student in need as LGBT. 
Taking proactive measures and implementing safe schools and anti-
bullying campaign efforts help to effectively prevent homelessness. Organizations 
ϊϯ͊Δ ̼ϊ ϔΔ͘ ΘIϔ G͘ϔϊ ͘ϔϔ͘φ PφηΣ͊͘ϔΙΏ ϻΔΗ͊Δ ̼ΩΩηϻϊ ̼ΰ́ LGΞ Ηΰ͔ΗϺΗ͔ϯ̼Ω to create 
their own hope inspiring video regarding how life got better for them, have
recently headed the charge in trying to provide LGBT youth with relatable
experiences of hope. This helps reduce feelings of loneliness and provide hope to
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the youth, therefore reducing their chances of depression and suicide ideation. 
Other programs, such as ϔΔ͘ ΘΞφ͘Ϻηφ PφηΣ͊͘ϔΙΏ ̼͊ϔ ϔη Δ͘Ωσ ́ηϯϔΔ ̼Ωφ̼͔́͘ 
contemplating suicide by providing suicide hotlines for LGBT youth and other 
support programs. These programs have been influential in increasing the
visibility of the LGBT bullying, homelessness and suicide rate issue and have
worked tirelessly to create supportive, inclusive communities. Additionally, the
ΘǴ̼Ώ Lesbian and Straight Education NetworkΙ (GLSEN), has enacted a safe
schools campaign, to help educate students and provide a safer, more welcoming
environment for LGBT youth in education.
These national programs are important in fighting the LGBT victimization
issue, reducing bullying and parental rejection, therefore reducing homelessness 
rates, but do not particularly benefit youth who are already homeless. However, 
there are currently some programs, such as the GLBT Host Home program based
in Minneapolis that are attempting to reduce the high homeless LGBT numbers.
The program was created in 1998 in response to high LGBT homeless youth rates 
and assists in finding safe and supportive home environments for a small group of 
LGBT homeless youth. Currently the program supports about 10 homeless youth 
Ηΰ ϔΔ̼ϔ ̼φ̼͘Ώ ̼ΰ͔ ̼͊͊ηφ͔ΗΰΊ ϔη ϔΔ͘Ηφ ϻ͉͘σ̼Ί͘ ϔΔ͘ σφηΊφ̼ί Δ̼ϊ ΘΓΗΰϔ͘ΰϔΗηΰ̼ΩΏ 
kept this program small and non-ΗΰϊϔΗϔϯϔΗηΰ̼ΩΙΒ ΞΔΗϊ Ηϊ ΩΗΦ͘Ωy to avoid issues similar 
to those faced by LGBT youth in the foster care system, who often experience
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homelessness due to rejection from their foster homeΕϊ parental figures.
Instating more programs of a larger scale would greatly benefit the LGBT youth 
across the nation by specifically dedicating a larger staff to assisting LGBT youth 
in finding safe and supportive households, therefore reducing the homelessness 
rate of these youth. 
The high rates of homelessness in LGBT people are greatly tied to the 
overall issue of LGB rejection/stigmatization. Until greater LGBT acceptance is 
achieved and stigmatization is reduced it is unlikely that LGB bullying will ever
completely end, and that homelessness rates of LGB people will remain high for
some time to come. However there are measures that can be taken to help
alleviate some of these issues and challenges faced by LGB youth and with the
implementation of these measures and the increasing supportive majority for
LGB people it is possible to dramatically reduce LGB homelessness across the
nation.
The greatest asset to clearing up the issues of stigmatization and 
judgment towards the LGB community is visibility. The Trevor Project, GLSEN and 
the It Gets Better Project have done wonders for increasing the visibility of the
LGBT community, and directly addressing their respective issues, but this visibility 
ΗϊΰΕϔ ͘Ϻ͘φ́ϻΔ͘φ͘ and therefore acceptance of LGBT youth are continuing to face
bullying. Removing the invisibility and taboo nature of the entire LGBT
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community will progressively reduce the rates of LGBT bullying and help solve
LGBT issues. In the next section we will look into more detail on one of the most
well publicized issues of the LGB rights movement, which has the potential to
greatly increase LGBT visibility - Marriage Equality.
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Marriage Equality:  
The Comprehensive Solution  
Over the last decade, debates regarding same-sex marriage have been in
high abundance, privately, politically and socially. Until June 26, 2013, the
Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) had been a foreboding obstacle in the process 
of generating marriage equality across the country. The passing of DOMA in 1996
institutionalized the allowance of discrimination on a nationwide scale, 
effectively prohibiting marriage for same-sex couples across the entire country. 
Here we analyze the history of same-sex marriage legislation, the sections of the
bill itself, the issues it causes within society, and potential solutions to these
issues.
Although same-ῒ͘ ί̼φφΗ̼Ί͘ Δ̼ϊΰΕϔ ̀͘Ηϊϔ͔͘ ͢ηφ ͊͘ΰϔϯφΗ͘ϊΏ Ηϔ ϻ̼ϊΰΕϔ ϯΰϔΗΩ
the 1970Εs that same-sex marriage issues were truly brought into public scrutiny. 
On May 18th of 1970, Jack Baker, an Air Force veteran, and his partner, Michael
McConnell, applied for a marriage license in Minneapolis. The application was
quickly denied, considered by the general public to be a radical joke or stunt.
During this time homosexuality was still considered a mental illness by the
American Psychiatric Association, and therefore the concept of a same-sex 
marriage was queer ̼ϔ ͉͘ϊϔΒ ΞΔ͘ σϯ͉ΩΗ͊ ̀͘σφ͘ϊϊΗηΰ η͢ M͊ηΰΰ͘ΩΩΕϊ ῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́ 
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͘ΰ͔͔͘ ϯσ ͊ηϊϔΗΰΊ ΔΗί ΔΗϊ Ση͉Β M̼͘ΰϻΔΗΩ͘Ώ M͊ηΰΰ͘ΩΩΕϊ σ̼φϔΰ͘φΏ ̼Φ͘φΏ ͢ΗΩ͔͘ ̼ Ω̼ϻ 
suit for this injustice. [Von Drehle]
The Minnesota Supreme Court reΣ͊͘ϔ͔͘ ̼Φ͘φΕϊ ͊Ω̼ΗίΏ ͊ΗϔΗΰΊ ϔΔ͘ ηηΦ η͢
Genesis as one of its counter arguments to the institutionalization of same-sex 
marriage. Baker then appealed to the United States Supreme Court, which 
disregarded his appeal. This was the first legal challenge to heteronormativity in
the institution of marriage within the United States, and helped connect same-
sex marriage to the issues of privacy in matters of sexual intimacy rights. In 1986, 
Justice Harry Blackmun, in response to the prosecution of Michael Hardwick for
committing same-ῒ͘ ϊη͔ηί́Ώ ϻφηϔ͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ ͘Ϻ͘ΰ ϔΔηϯΊΔ Θφ͘ΩΗΊΗηϯϊ Ίφηϯσϊ 
͊ηΰ͔͘ίΰ ϔΔ͘ ͉͘Δ̼ϺΗηφΙ η͢ Δηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́Ώ ϔΔΗϊ ͊ηΰ͔͘ίΰ̼ϔΗηΰ ΘΊΗϺ͘ϊ ϔΔ͘ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ ΰη
license to impose their judgments on the entire citizenry. The Legitimacy of 
secular legislation depends, instead, on whether the state can advance some
ΣϯϊϔΗ͢Η̼͊ϔΗηΰ ͢ηφ Ηϔϊ Ω̼ϻ ͉́͘ηΰ͔ Ηϔϊ ͊ηΰ͢ηφίΗϔ́ ϔη φ͘ΩΗΊΗηϯϊ ͔η͊ϔφΗΰ͘Ι [Von Drehle]. 
This argument exemplified the progressive idea of separation of church and state,
which insinuated that religious beliefs, affiliation and backgrounds should not be
basis for legislative doctrines or policies. Seeing as a majority of anti-gay beliefs 
were rooted in religious backgrounds, this was a revolutionary argument for the
gay rights movement.
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An analysis of religious affiliation with anti-gay sentiment finds that
condemnation of homosexuality was not always tied to the Christian faith. John 
Boswell, a faculty member at Yale in 1980 published a commonly cited text titled, 
ΘΔφΗϊϔΗ̼ΰΗϔ́Ώ Θη͊Η̼Ω ΞηΩ͘φ̼ΰ͊͘Ώ ̼ΰ͔ Hηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́ΙΒ ΞΔΗϊ ̼ϻ̼φ͔ ϻΗΰΰΗΰΊ ͉ηηΦ 
analyzed medieval attitudes towards homosexuality, finding very little evidence
of homosexual condemnation prior to the Middle Ages, and that some Christian
churches even performed same-sex union ceremonies during early Catholicism. 
ηϊϻ͘ΩΩΕϊ ͉ηηΦ ϯϊΔ͘φ͔͘ Ηΰ ̼ φ͘ϺηΩϯϔΗηΰΗ͔̆͘ ϺΗ͘ϻ η͢ Δηίηῒ͘ϯ̼Ω σφ͘Σϯ͔Η͊͘Ώ 
revealing the deep seated hate from religious texts to be nothing but 
repercussions from the rampant Catholic Church of the middle ages. [Von Drehle]
Iΰ ϔΔ͘ ̼͘φΏ ϭϵϵϬΕϊΏ ͔espite the increasing publicity surrounding the gay
marriage issue, most gay-rights organizations focused on smaller, yet equally as 
important tasks, such as the repe̼Ω η͢ ϔΔ͘ DηΰΕϔ !ϊΦΏ DηΰΕϔ Ξ͘ΩΩ σηΩΗ͊́. Evan
Wolfson, a Harvard Law School student who was swayed in favor of LGB rights
̼͢ϔ͘φ φ̼͔͘ΗΰΊ ηϊϻ͘ΩΩΕϊ ͉ηηΦ φ͘Ί̼φ͔ΗΰΊ φ͘ΩΗΊΗηΰΕϊ ΔΗϊϔηφ́ η͢ ͔Ηϊ͊φΗίΗΰ̼ϔΗΰΊ ͉̼ϊ͔͘
on sexual orientation, saw the importance of the gay marriage issue. Upon 
graduating, he joined Lambda Legal, a leading gay rights legal organization. 
Despite orders to put the marriage equality issue to the wayside Wolfson
continued to work on a marriage equality agenda on his own time. Later in his
ΩΗ͘͢Ώ ήηΩ͢ϊηΰ ͢ηϯΰ͔͔͘ ϔΔ͘ ηφΊ̼ΰΗ̼̆ϔΗηΰ ̼͊ΩΩ͔͘ ΘFφ͔͘͘ηί ϔη M̼φφ́Ι ϻΔΗ͊Δ Ηϊ ΰηϻ
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the leading organization on the marriage equality front for LGB people. However,
ήηΩ͢ϊηΰΕϊ ϻηφΦ initially resulted in some backlash after spurring an attorney in
Hawaii to file a suit on behalf of three same-sex couples, stating that limiting 
marriage to opposite-sex partners was against the state constitution. When the
Hawaiian courts found potential merit in these claims in 1993, many conservative
̼ΰϔΗΊ̼́ Ίφηϯσϊ φ͘ϔ̼ΩΗ̼ϔ͔͘Β Ξφ̼͔ΗϔΗηΰ̼ΩΗϊϔ Ίφηϯσϊ ̼͘͢φ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ H̼ϻ̼ΗΗΕϊ ͊ηΰϊΗ͔͘φ̼ϔΗηΰ 
of same-sex marriage would result in nationwide recognition of same-sex 
marriages. Shortly thereafter the Defense of Marriage Act was drafted,
introduced and passed in congress. [Von Drehle]
DOMA ensured three specific things; permission for states to choose for
themselves whether gay marriages would be permitted within their state, 
permission to deny recognition of same-sex marriages from other states within
its own boundaries, and a federal definition of marriage to be used in national
legal documents, specifically, that a married couple could only be two opposite
sex people. The enactment of a national law effectively denied federal
protections and rights to same-sex married couples, as they did not fit the
traditional definition of marriage. 
In response to this federal legislation restricting same-sex marriage many
states sought alternative solutions to the marriage issue. The implementation of
domestic partnerships and civil unions was a compromise to the LGB population, 
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allowing a higher level of same-sex couple recognition without altering the
traditional definition of marriage. Civil unions and domestic partnerships 
effectively granted some, but not all, of the rights for same-sex couples on a state
Ω͘Ϻ͘ΩΒ Hηϻ͘Ϻ͘φΏ ̼͊͘Δ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘Εϊ φ͊͘ηΊΰΗϔΗηΰ σηΩΗ͊Η͘ϊ ̼ΰ͔ ͉͘ΰ͘͢Ηϔϊ η͘͢͢φ͔͘ ϔη ϊ̼ί͘-sex 
domestic partners or civil unions were different. Therefore, it was questionable
whether a domestic partnership would be recognized in a ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ ϻΔ͘φ͘ Ηϔ ϻ̼ϊΰΕϔ
issued, and even if it was the rights offered by the new state may not be the
same as the state of origin. 
Domestic partnerships and civil unions offered an alternative solution to 
the marriage issue. However, the implementation of a second, 
lesser/inconsistently recognized institution for same-sex couples generated an
overall stigma of second-class citizenry. Esϊ͘ΰϔΗ̼ΩΏΏ LG σ͘ησΩ͘Εϊ φ͘Ω̼ϔΗηΰϊΔΗσϊ 
were rendered illegitimate in the concept of marriage, therefore further 
perpetuating a stigmatization of LGB people being lesser than their heterosexual
majority. Domestic partnerships and civil unions are not effective measures in
creating LGB relationship equality, and other means must be explored to create a
more inclusive community.
Currently, the Defense of Marriage Act is still enshrined and codified in
law, despite much scrutiny, but that is not to say that it Δ̼ϊΰΕϔ ϯΰ͔͘φΊηΰ͘ ϊηί͘ 
serious changes. The United States vs. Windsor court case, an influential case for
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the fight against DOMA, regarded a suit from a woman named Edith Windsor, 
who was married to Thea Spyer in Ontario Canada. In 2009, after 45 years of their
relationship, Spyer passed away, leaving her entire estate to Windsor. However, 
ήΗΰ͔ϊηφΏ ϯΰ͔͘φ ϔΔ͘ ͊ϯφφ͘ΰϔ ͔Ηφ͊͘ϔΗϺ͘ η͢ ϔΔ͘ ϔΔΗφ͔ ϊ͊͘ϔΗηΰ η͢ DOM!Ώ ͔Η͔ΰΕϔ υϯ̼ΩΉ͢ 
for the tax exemption for surviving spouses, and as such was forced to pay 
$363,053 in estate taxes [Supreme Court Document]. The Internal Revenue
Θ͘φϺΗ͊͘ φ͘͢ϯϊ͔͘ ήΗΰ͔ϊηφΕϊ ̼σσ̼͘Ω ͢ηφ ̼ φ͘͢ϯΰ͔ ηΰ ϔΔ͘ϊ͘ ϔ̼̀͘ϊΏ ̼͊ϯϊΗΰΊ ήΗΰ͔ϊηφ ϔη 
file a law suit against the United States, challenging the third section of DOMA. In
2013, the Supreme Court ruled that the third section of the Defense of Marriage 
Act was unconstitutional. The abolition of the third section of DOMA permitted
same-sex married couples across the United States access to federal benefits.
However, the second section of DOMA, which permitted each individual state to 
choose whether to permit and recognize same-sex marriage was not affected by
this case. [Greenberg]
It is important to understand that, for same-sex married couples, many of 
the national issues have been resolved by the repeal o͢ DOM!Εϊ ϔΔΗφ͔ ϊ͊͘ϔΗηΰΒ
However, the overturn of DOMA only affected those couples already married 
within their state, and as such provides no state rights to couples in states that do
not currently permit same-sex marriages. However, a decision was made to
͔͘͘͢φ̼ΩΏ φ͊͘ηΊΰΗ̆͘ ϔΔ͘ σΩ̼͊͘ η͢ Θ͊͘Ω͉͘φ̼ϔΗηΰΙ ηϺ͘φ σΩ̼͊͘ η͢ φ͘ϊΗ͔͘ΰ͊͘ ϻΔ͘ΰ 
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qualifying for federal benefits. As such, many of the analyses to follow utilize the
assumption that most LGB same-sex partnerships are not marriages; even though
44 percent of the United States population lives in states with marriage equality
[Time]. With this assumption in mind we can better analyze the detrimental
effects of how marriage inequality negatively impacts LGB couples.
Marriage, as a legal institution between two people, offers a multitude of 
rights. As listed by the Human Rights Campaign, a national LGBT rights
organization, there are some 1,138 benefits, rights and protections that are 
provided to marriage. Some of these major rights include: Social Security 
surϺΗϺηφΕϊ ͉͘ΰ͘͢ΗϔϊΏ tax rights, Family and Medical Leave, immigration upon
marriage, employee benefits (see section 3 ή ΘWorkplace Discrimination and the
LGB IdentityΙΏ PΊΒ 39ιΏ H̼͘ΩϔΔ Iΰϊϯφ̼ΰ͊͘ ηϺ͘φ̼Ί͘Ώ ̼ΰ͔ MΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ ϊσηϯϊ͘ ϊϯφϺΗϺηφΕϊ 
benefits and programs (see Section 1 - ΘMΗΩΗϔ̼φ́ P͘φϊηΰΰ͘Ω ̼ΰ͔ ϔΔ͘ LGΞ
Θσ͊͘ϔφϯίΙ, Pg. 9). 
Social Security is an important national social welfare program dedicated
to providing financial stability after retirement, disability insurance and financial
support of dependent family members after death as well as many other 
programs. The social security system functions in the collection of employment
taxes that supplement the Social Security Trust Fund. As such, every working 
individual pays into Social Security with each paycheck they receive, regardless of 
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sexual orientation. However, inequality in marriage recognition results in a
disproportionate number of programs that same-sex partners can utilize. 
[www.ssa.gov]
Also, spousal rights regarding medical care are also strongly impacted by 
the lack of recognition and availability of marriage equality. The Family and 
M͔͘Η̼͊Ω L̼͘Ϻ͘ !͊ϔ Ηϊ ̼ ΰ̼ϔΗηΰ̼Ω ͉ΗΩΩ Ηΰϊϔ̼ϔ͔͘ ϔη σφηϔ͊͘ϔ ͘ίσΩή͘͘Εϊ Ση͉ϊ Η͢ ϔΔ͘ ΰ͔͘͘
arises to temporarily leave the work force to take care of family members. This
act is specific to spousal relationships, and thusly many same-sex partners are not 
protected by this act when taking care of same-sex partners due to a lack of 
same-sex marriage eligibility.
In addition to this, visitation rights and more importantly, right to make
health care decisions for same sex-partners are also absent in non-married same-
sex couples. In the event that a person is unable to consciously make decisions 
regarding medical operations or care, a spouse may make decisions for the
incapacitated person. However, if a same-sex or opposite-sex couple is unmarried 
they are barred from this process in care. Recently this issue was publicized, 
when Janice Langbehn had visitation rights denied when her partner of 18 years, 
Lisa Marie Pond, suffered a severe stroke while on vacation in Florida. In their 18
years together, Pond and Langbehn had adopted four children, three of which 
were on the cruise ship with them. Pond was admitted to a Miami hospital, but 
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Langbehn was denied visitation rights, as well as denied the right to information
regarding Pηΰ͔Εϊ ͊ηΰ͔ΗϔΗηΰΒ ΞΔΗϊ ϻ̼ϊ ͘Ϻ͘ΰ ̼͢ϔ͘φ L̼ΰΊ͉͘ΔΰΕϊ Ω̼ϻ́͘φ ̼͔̀͘͢ Δ͘φ 
documents listing her with Power of Attorney. This tragic experience brought the
issue of visitation rights for same-sex couples to the public eye, and later spurred
Obama to informally request that all U.S. hospitals allow visitation rights for
same-sex partners [TCPalm]. Hospitals still have the right to refuse visitation
rights to same-sex partners as they choose. This once again expresses another 
challenge faced by the LGB population when marriage is not readily accessible.
Had marriage been available for Pond and Langbehn on a national level, visitation
rights would not have been an issue. Additionally, if a same-sex partner were to
die in medical care, only specific family members would be allowed to visit the
body, and same-sex partners are not required to be recognized as such unless
married. [HRC]
Another important issue in marriage inequality is the ineligibility of a LGB
person to help their same-sex partner gain citizenship within the U.S. as a family 
member. As such, same sex couples are capable of being separated due to 
deportation by the authorities. However, as discussed on the Immigration
Equality website, an organization dedicated to protecting and assisting
immigrants, many LGBT immigrants are at risk of severe punishments upon
͔͘σηφϔ̼ϔΗηΰΏ ͘Ϻ͘ΰ ͔̼͘ϔΔΒ ΞφΗΰ̼ OΩϊηΰΏ IίίΗΊφ̼ϔΗηΰ Eυϯ̼ΩΗϔ́Εϊ Iΰϔ͘φΗί È͊͘ϯϔΗϺ͘ 
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DΗφ͊͘ϔηφ ϊϔ̼ϔ͔͘ ϔΔ̼ϔ Θή͘ φ͘σφ͘ϊ͘ΰϔ ͊ΩΗ͘ΰϔϊ ϻΔη Δ̼Ϻ͘ ͉͘en robbed, stoned, 
beaten, set on fire and left for dead in their country of origin simply for being gay 
ηφ ϔφ̼ΰϊΊ͘ΰ͔͘φΙΒ ΞΔ͘ fear of deportation, along with the occasional victimization 
or fining of partners of resident or non-resident aliens has resulted in some U.S. 
͊ΗϔΗ̆͘ΰϊ ίΗΊφ̼ϔΗΰΊ ϔη ηϔΔ͘φ ϔΔ͘Ηφ ϊσηϯϊ͘Εϊ ΰ̼ϔΗηΰ η͢ ηφΗΊΗΰ ϻΔ͘φ͘ ϔΔ͘Ηφ σ̼φϔΰ͘φϊΔΗσ
can be legally recognized [Immigration Equality].
Looking at the issues listed above, it is easy to see that the Defense of 
Marriage Act has done more harm than good for LGB couples. DOMA
institutionalized a national sentiment ϔΔ̼ϔ ΘΊ̼́ Ηϊ ΰηϔ ϔΔ͘ ϻ̼́ΏΙ ̼ΰ͔
demonstrated a federal support of LGB discrimination. This justification of 
discrimination is likely to have had strong effects on other LGB issues listed in this
thesis, although such conclusions should not be assumed without proper
statistical evidence. 
Overall, the breakthrough in repealing the third section of DOMA has been
a crucial step in the process of reaching marriage equality in the United States.
Marriage equality holds a unique ability to effectively alleviate many of the issues 
faced by LGB people because of discriminatory policies and laws. 
Institutionalizing the acceptance of same-sex marriage across the nation would
immediately resolve issues regarding employee benefits, military spousal 
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benefits, medical decision/visitation rights, tax rights, immigration, and Social 
Security for same-sex couples who chose to pursue marriage. 
Beyond the total repeal of DOMA, federal support of marriage equality 
would overall generate a national understanding that LGB people are part of the
community, and that their relationships are legitimate and recognizable
institutions of love and commitment. If the federal government and rather, the 
Supreme Court, reforms these policies to provide equality for same-sex couples, 
much of the stigmatization and prejudice perpetrated on LGB people would
disappear over time. This could improve LGB sensitivity and reduce
stigmatization, therefore reducing the issues regarding police brutality, and LGB 
homelessness and bullying. A pro-LGBTQ, pro-marriage equality nation could 
result in greater happiness, health and success among LGB people.
Given that φ͘σ̼͘ΩΗΰΊ DOM!Εϊ ϔΔΗφ͔ ϊ͊͘ϔΗηΰ Δ̼ϊ ησ͘ΰ͔͘ ϯσ ϔΔ͘ σηϊϊΗ͉ΗΩΗϔ́ ηf 
marriage for same-sex couples in specific states, the process of winning same-sex 
marriage on a state by state basis is a tedious, expensive and redundant process.
In 2004, Massachusetts was the first state to legalize same-sex marriage, and in
the last ten years eighteen more states have followed in its wake. Now, although
ten years seems like a long length of time for only two-͢Η͢ϔΔϊ η͢ ϔΔ͘ ΰ̼ϔΗηΰΕϊ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ϊ
to recognize same-sex partnerships, it is worth mentioning that ten of those
states have passed same-sex legislation in the 18 months between Nov. of 2012
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and May of 2014 [gaymarriage.procon.org]. This rapid progression of same-sex 
marriage legislation in multiple different states represents a distinctive shift in
public opinion in favor of marriage equality. However, a more rapid solution lies 
in the abolishing of the Defense of Marriage Act in its entirety, effectively and 
completely permitting same-sex partner equality across the nation. This in turn 
would express federal support for the equality of LGB people, reducing the
prevalence of LGB discrimination, and effectively provide relationship recognition
rights to LGB people and their spouses.
In the long run the passing of same-sex marriage legislation in every state
individually will eventually provide the same rights as national legislation. 
However, the striking down of DOMA offers a unique opportunity for the United
States Government and Congress to publicly support same-sex marriage. As such,
although current forecasts expect for a majority of states to legalize same-sex
ί̼φφΗ̼Ί͘ κHRλΏ ϔΔ͘ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ ͉́ ϊϔ̼ϔ͘ σφη͊͘ϊϊ ͔η͘ϊΰΕt enact the same sentiment that 
national legislation would. As such, I propose that DOMA be the main focus of
legislative action of LGB national organizations, to hold our government 
accountable for making our citizens feel welcome, appreciated and validated. 
This should not take away from the progression of other legislation for LGB
rights, but a majority of efforts should be directed towards the marriage equality 
front.
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Closing Remarks
It is important to note that not all forms of discrimination faced by the LGB
community will ever be able to be fully quantified. As such, there are a large 
number of other discriminatory acts that could be up for discussion. One topic in
particular that was chosen to not be discussed in my research is the relationships 
between LGB people and religion, (despite a short mention in the marriage 
equality section) as such a topic is so vast that it, in and of itself, would constitute
enough information to classify as a thesis topic on its own. However, if you are 
seeking Ηΰ͢ηφί̼ϔΗηΰ φ͘Ί̼φ͔ΗΰΊ ΔφΗϊϔΗ̼ΰΗϔ́Εϊ ϺΗ͘ϻ ηΰ Δηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́ I ΔΗghly 
ϊϯΊΊ͘ϊϔ ϔΔ͘ ϺΗ͔͘η ΘΞΔ͘ Ǵ̼ D͉̼͘ϔ͘Α ΞΔ͘ Η͉Ω͘ ̼ΰ͔ Hηίηῒ͘ϯ̼ΩΗϔ́Ι ͉́ M̼ϔϔΔ͘ϻ 
Vines, a 21 year old gay Christian who utilizes his expertise in scripture and
biblical era connotations of text to analyze the 6 biblical passages that mention or
discuss homosexuality.
In retrospect I find it interesting that, throughout this project, my intention
in avoiding the gay marriage discussion was an irrevocable failure. As my research
continued on throughout this process I discovered one overlying issue that 
propagated a multitude of other forms of discrimination, and that was a lack of
same-sex marriage. And so with this project I can address the fact that marriage 
equality is and should be the major focus of the LGB movement at this day and 
time. 
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Overall, the LGB movement has seen a dramatic shift in favor of LGB 
people, and a majority of young people in this day and age are in favor of LGB 
inclusion and equality. However, it is important to recognize the need for more 
work to be done before equality is accomplished, and hopefully this project can
give a connotation of what issues, as well as give tools for addressing these issues
for future activists.
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